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New York, Aug. 14. In search for
Washington, D. C, Aug.
evidences to convict the murderers of
E THE MURDERER
dent Taft today vetoed the steel bill.
ROOSEVELT
FEAR
the gambler, Herman Rosenthal,
the
In a message to congress the presiand the grand jury
slate's
attorney
measure
the
dent said lie disapproved
have unearthed a wealth of informabecause it provided for revenue only
HOWEVER ADMIT THEY
DENVER POLICE
HEAD OF REPUBLICAN OLD GUARD ARRIVES
tion showing that gamblers and keepand took no account of protection for
ers of disorderly houses had sums agARE WORKING ON OTHER LINES FOR
IN CHICAGO TO START CAMPAIGN AND
American industries. He condemned
of
hundred oF thousands
gregating
for
committee
means
the ways and
MAN WHO KILLED MUSIC TEACHER.
VIEWS ONLY WILSCN WITH ALARM
dollars yearly for police protection.
refusing public hearings on the bill.
The monthly tariffs paid to the polHis veto was expected.
ity vary. First class uptown gambling
14.
Admitting
14.
Aug.
Charles
as another reaColo.,
Denver,
II.
President Taft ga-Chicago, Aug.
houses paid $1,000; a middle class
son for his veto, thf. the bi-- affected THREE MILLION DOLLAR BABY IS Hilles, chairman of the republican na- WHILE THEY SUFFER DEPRIVATIONS that only circumstantial evidence had HE IS DEWED AS THE EXPONENT gambling house
paid $.j00; east side
tional committee, arrived in Chicago
not only the iron aid steel industry,
been secured to connect John Feather-stone- ,
houses
anywhere from
paid
gaming
THE
PRESIDENT
AND
OF
CONGRESS
BIG BUSINESS
CHiLD
AND PERKINS
A SON AND MOTHER AND
allied industries, which
but
today and launched the republican
$100 to $100; higli class pool rooms
a negro, with the murder of
middle
classifiin
worth
the
were
lie said,
separate
presidential campaign
WITH PENARE
IS MERELY GO BETWEEN FROM $t!i)0; while poker and dice games paid
ARE DOING NICELY THANK YOU
Miss Signe A. Carlzen last Friday
west with the assertion that he concation.
$300. Uptown disorderly houses paid
of
Chief
Montclair
in
suburb,
night
Mr. Taft wrote he was not preparsidered the democratic party the
WALL STREET.
SION MEASURE
$('.00, while east side
INFANT HAS NO FATHER
resorts paid
declared
O'Xeil
Felix
Police
today
ed to say there were no items in the
enemy to be fought and that. Mr. Wil$100.
accusations
the
that
investigation
son was the man who would have to
steel schedule which ought not to be
With the
of all the
against the negro was only one phase
New York, Aug. 14. Mrs. Madeline be defeated to assure President Taft's
Washington, D. C, Aug. 11. The banks in the city, District Attorney
reduced, but he pointed out that its
the
search
for
murderer.
of
the
Titanic-ductiopolice
ARMY
IS
REGULAR
personal and political
relations of Whitman has been able to obtain the
advalorem rate was an apparent re-- ! Force Astor, survivor of the
Last night and today agents of Dis- Co'onel Theodore
Roosevelt and names
of 15 per cent from the du- - disaster, in which her husband, the
of four police inspectors
Mr. Hilles made no reference to
ofV.
Willis
Elliott's
trict
Attorney
late Colonel John Jacob Astor lost his Colonel Roosevelt or the progressive
George W. Perkins, formerly of J. whose bank accounts run into several
lies of the Wilson 'aw.
PAY
to
be
WITHOUT
were
known
ALSO
fice,
actively pushPierpont Morgan & Company, were hundred thousands. One inspector is
"A bill for a complete revision of life last April, gave birth to a son at pcrty except in terse, caustic replies
ing a separate investigation, the nabitterly attacked 011 the floor of the said to have accumulated a million
this schedule was presented to me a !S:15 o'clock this morning. The new to interrogations by interviewers.
was
of
which
and
ture
guarded
scope
house today by Representative A. O. dollars.
Then he spoke of the third party
year ago in the extra sessioa of this, arrival has been named John Jacob
ciosoly.
of Kentucky, who is chair-- j
Astor, after his father. The baby be- movement as the "third term" par"Jack" Rose in his story before the
congress," wrote the president.
No information had been received by Stanley,
SENATE BACKS UP.
V
of
man of the steel trust investigation grand jury is reported to have involv- "Many increases and decreases of comes a direct heir to $5,000,000
ty.
confirm
the
N the police early today to
Washington, D. C, Aug. 14
rates are now made from those nam- - the Astor fortune. The attending
secretary
The president's former
statement of Leni Biake that he had committee. In supporting his bill to ed Jack Sullivan, the "Newsboy
The senate today passed the
make the reports of the commissionThe physician said mother and son are in met the members of the republican
King" and close friends of Lieutenant
ed in the former measure.
pension appropriation bill will a X known John Featherstone, alias Peter er of corporations available for con- Becker, who went to "Bridgie" Webcondition.
in
executive
committee
conference,
changes are not explained and indi- - Eood
or
in
the
Oklahoma
that
Dillon,
City,
The fact that its father proved him- - and met a score of state leaders. He X provision abolishing all pension
gress, Representative Stanley charg- ber's gambling place and seeing that
cate the hasty method pursued in the
X prisoner had served terms in the Oksen a nero in me manic disaster u. said he felt more encouraged and con
agencies January 31, 1913.
Tt is nnt f'lir tn
ed that Roosevelt had protected the the gnu men were there, went to the
both.
of
Aspreparation
lahoma and Texas penitentiaries.
childThe house is expected to ap- Harvester trust from government hotel Metropole to locate Rosenthal.
esk either, on the basis of proposi- stepping aside to let women and
fident of republican success than he
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were
that
however,
given
inuu lilt: uiii nimuiii ucui.'i
Rose, it is further said, told the
tion of revenue, which was right? On ren take places in life boats and that had at any time smce President fait ' s
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this
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jury that Sullivan then returnthe
between"
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business"
"go
the whole, therefore, I am not willing the wife from whom he parted
"big
X vestigated thoroughly.
ed to Webbers and told the gun men
tions, immediately available.
and
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to approve of legislation of this kind his bride of but a few months, coupled
Feather-stonthink the tariff will
government.
"Our
friends
was
understood
that
it
with the large fortune which was prowhere Rosenthal could he found.
which "itally affects not only millions
in this eompaign," said
would be subjected to another
Representative Stanley's characterchild have be the issue
a
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14
lent unusual interes' to the arrival of
ed a clue today of a second
Washington, D. C, Aug.
safety dethink the fight for the presidency will sands of army veterans, in need, be- lice. The statement of Chief of Police ciation were extremely bitter. He
pendent on them, but hundreds of the youngest Astor.
posit box in which it was reported Pomillions of dollars worth of stocks of
belief
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O'Neil
the
about
revived
that
that
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po
center
dwelt
at length on the absorption of lice Lieuteni.nt
cause the annual pension bill is
The new Astor baby will be one of
Becker had placed
"The Chicago headquarters will held up in congress, may be relieved lice still are searching for the mur- the Tennessee Coal & Iron company
goods in the hands of storekeepers and the few children ever born with a forlarge amounts of money and securin
acwork
without first
was
who
to
derer
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distributors generally
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campaign
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reported
the
United
charge
Steel
States
by
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the
will
'house
at once if the
tune as large as $3,000,000 in his own
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all of the country west of
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providing for a careful and disinter- right. Colonel Ast.or
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Pacific
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to
been able
secure from Herbert
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the seventeen outlying penthat whether the child was a boy or
Lieutenant Becker was asked in
whole industry.
evening.
Knox Smith, former commissioner of prison about
states, where the work will be direct- sion agencies.
it should receive that sum.
girl,
deposits in various banks
"From the outset of my adminised from headquarters at Portland,
The house wants all abolished. The
corporations, information which was accredited to his ownership.
He adtration I have urged a revision of the
Ore."
dedenied
new
The
congress.
senate pensions committee today
progresmitted that he had $9,000 in a branch
on
a
KINGDOM
CHURCH
based
study
tariff,
sive party also came in for an excided to suggest a compromise
by
jof the Corn Exchange bank.
of the facts. I have provided the THOUSANDS WANT
tended discussion.
Kansas City, Aug. 13. "I am told abolishing the agencies on February
'T borrowed
that money," said
means for securing such information
that in some cities of the northeast i, 191;;. The whole bill was scheduled
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up
today
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he said "will ers to put up my house."
gressive capitalism,"
Its thorough work, already completed
dust mixed with molasses actually is an amendment to that effect.
Lieutenant Becker would not talk
between the tirades of
hymns
sing
a
on several schedules has justified my
it is believed the house will accept
being sold on the market for $20
of Perk- - lurther of the hank deposits,
Roosevelt
and
the
platitudes
SCHLOT-TEconfidence in this method."
Hot Springs, Ark., Aug. 14. While
ton," X. H. Cottrell, of Manhattan, it. Nearly $9,000,000 is now due to AUGUST SCHRCECER AND FRANCIS
ins and that Perkins is to be choir
The president has said he also CAMPAIGN WILL START AT ONCE BUT Neb., today told the convention of the pensioners.
I would suggest
UNITE AND WILL ESTABLISH NEW leader.
practically certain that Sam
that
The pension bureau today faced the
would veto the legislative, executive
alfalfa millers" association.
THERE IS LOTS OF TROUBLE ABOUT national
war cry of the Turk- - Sehepps, held as a witness in the Ros-isthe
paraphrase
DUKE
CITY.
IN
bill
RELIGION
the greatest financial crisis in its history
carrymeal,
and judicial appropriation
The demand for alfalfa
Janazaries and adopt it. as the;pn,ha' murder case is not far from
ARRANGING
l!IS ITINERARY SO HE
t,,R Ul'iness district here, yet he has
ing riders to abolish the commerce
speaker said, has grown to such aulas the result of the lack of funds to
battle
hymn of the 'Faithful from
court and limit tenure of office of
extent in the last few years that the pay pensioners. The San Francisco
not been seen by newspaper
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men
Au14.
Wall
follows:
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M.,
Apg.
street,
Albuquerque,
mills are unable to keep orders filled. agency has a balance of exactly seven
civil service employes to seven years.
silce his removal from a downtown
,.
and
Schroeder
Francis
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Is
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Mammon
Allah,
Allah,
cents.
would
cents, and Detroit only four
;
h0,el last night.
By doing so, the president
The return ot
varix x x Reports
There is no God but Mammon and S(,1(.
from all the agencies received spiritualists, mystic healers and
Oyster Bay, X. Y., Aug. 14. plans
hold up his own salary, that of every
(Q
of saving men from
ous
forms
other
X
BILL
TARIFF
COTTON
at the bureau told the same story of
Morgan is his prophet."
member of congress, and every other for opening the progressive party's
!j()hnson Wflg mere,y fop precaution6
PASSES SENATE ALSO. X no money for the veterans and their sin and illness, have united their efIn his attack on Morgan, Stanley
campaign are to be completed today
y0 representatives, either of the
judge of the U. S. courts.
in
a
new
will
start
forts
and
14.
C.
religion
Aug.
Washington, D.
dependents on the nation's pension
Speculation of the possibilities of by Colonel Roosevelt, Senator Dixon,
-will at once build said: "For several years the chief district attorney's office or the police
0111 pass- They
Albuquerque.
otton
The
democratic
W.
jjst
intermediary between big business department of New York have
d
passing the bill over his veto are be- his campaign manager; George
X
ed the senate today 3G to 19.
Tnis condition is due to the delay "The New Kingdom" church, articles
those who are invested by the ex- - rived. Mr. Whitman's representatives
ing discussed by leaders of the house Perkins, of New York, and Medill
- N
of
filed
at
Santa
rebeing
an
incorporation
amendment
X
It
carried
&f
of Chicago.
congress in passing the pension ap Fe
of are expected today,
and senate. As soon as the presiThe two healers are ecutive department with the duty yesterday.
pealing all of the Canadian re- - X propriation bill.
One of the difficult problems has
In the event conflicting efforts are
it has been a gentledent's veto message had been read
investigating
Both
in
New
Mexico.
well
known
tree paper
X
The veterans dependent upon pen- made to secure
PerkW.
man
name
of
the
the house democrats began an at- been found in the arrangement of a X ciprocity acts except
George
by
Sehepps, it become
X sions, who are feeling the pinch of have established small towns along
provision.
for Colonel
ins. For years this fanatical, ardent, known that
Postmaster Johnson
tempt to repass it over the executive's satisfactory itinerary
the
built
- X
Rio
lower
Grande
and
senavalley
X
Progressive republican
poverty because the pension office is
He has received several
restands ready to file a charge against
The republican leaders Roosevelt.
disapproval.
were X broke" are not alone in their dilem-- small churches. They claim to heal partisan has broken through all
X tors voting for the bill
men
and
which
belter
straints
Sehepps before the Fnited States
entered upon a determined
deter
fight thousand invitations to make camon
ot
illness
all
and
by prayer
laying
deRorah, Bristow, Clapp, Crawford, X ma. Practically all the regulars at
has unhesitatingly sacrificed
This would cause deevery commissioner.
hands.
against the plan and a long debate paign speeches, and expects to
the
X
La
X
in
Follette,
United
Kenyon,
the
Cummins,
army
States have
posts
liver about sixty, distributed in such
was deprecated.
other obligation to society and to lay which would permit the arrival
and
Works.
1.
no
received
S Poindexter
pay since June
himself in the secret service of his of the district attorney's men, for
Speaker Clark this afternoon ruled a way that he will speak in every
This extraordinary situation was THE DAY IN CONGRESS
whom all concerned here say
that the question of considering im- state with possibly three or four exparty.
they
caused by the delay 'n passing the genare
holding Sehepps. The start of
mediately the president's veto was a ceptions. Senator Dixon has outlined
Mr.
"In
in
1904
Perkins
his
eagerbill.
The
eral
deficiency
regular army
question of the highest constitutional tentative Itinerary, which he will subSENATE.
ness to aid his party and his hero, Bernard Sandler, Sr., Sehepps' attor(appropriation had been exhausted in
m.
a.
privilege and therefore displaced all mit today to Colonel Roosevelt.
10
Convened
at
Mr. Roosevelt, actually gave $30,000 ney, for Hot Springs, may however.
and
war
the
May
department was deether business before the house.
N
Wool
bill
tariff
revision
of other people's money to the good ue,!,y Ule delivery of the prisoner to
passed
pending on the deficiency bill for mort
Minority Leader Mann appealed from PROSECUTOR SCORED
cause. He gave his personal check aW Person until Sandler himself ar- -'
by house over president's veto,
money.
the decision of the chair but lost by
was reported.
to Mr. Bliss and was
BY THE ATTORNEY FOR
by rivesare
July
payments
available
really
an overwhelming vote.
scn?PPs is held without legal pro-Former Governor Odell of New
DARROW IN ARGUMENT.
check of the New York Life Insur- under the resolution of July 1, which
CPSSHe understands his position
Majority Leader Underwood propostestified
before
York,
to
ance
No.
7.2SH,
campaign
extended
last year's appropriations for
payable
company,
ed a plan that provided one hour's de- Earl
has
declared himself satisfied
re- funds
committee
Were
McNamaras
Said
P.
&
The
investigating
another month but disbursement of
J
Rogers
Morgan
Company.
bate, to be equally divided, at the
of Heinous Crime But Comgarding E. H. Harriman's $240,- what was 'held up in the paymaster's
ceeds of this check were traced to with conditions.
Guilty
He would neither confrm or deny
expiration of which a vote of passing
000 contribution regarding the re- office with the expectation that conMr. Perkins for this eminent service
promise Allowed Them to Escape
the bill over the president's veto was
the report in a New York dispatch
publican 1904 fund.
With Their Lives.
soon would pass the regular
was
warrant
a
under
arrested
gress
to be taken.
ot the jho
yesterday that Sandler had started
Began consideration
bill.
charging grand larceny.
Within three house after President
and had telegraphed Sehepps not to
Coosa
river
Burton
Senator
bill;
Los Angeles, Calif., Aug. 14. Char- FRED W. EDWARDS OF TAOS COUNTY
General
Paymaster
however.
Smith,
steel
The
United
States
corporation
Taft had sent the steel tariff bill back
start to New York until Sandler's arattacking government's policy in
the agreement in the
said lie would disburse some of the
acterizing
not
in
has
been
lacking
gratitude rival in Hot Springs. A few hoars
to congress with a message of disapwater power privileges.
FOR money available if the
APPEAL
URGENT
case as a remarkable victory
granting
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bill
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'
"Mr'6"'
proval, the house today passed it over for Darrow and a heinous
he was removed from the hotel
Coosa river dam bill was dis- was not enacted this week.
thing on the
a.
fuuu inmi. r eruns uiiu vjuij, mum- - quietly, although the authorities"will
his veto.
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cotton
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of
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.
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to
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The
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.
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, , .
on in the senate and later will
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AND GET HIS GUN
against it, and one present and not ment today in the bribery trial of
begun and an amendment adopt- placed in hiding and his having re-- !
conference with the houEe.
United
States."
voting. It is not expected to repass Clarence S. Darrow.
ed to repeal the Canadian reci- - (President of the
ceived telegrams from Sandler.
the senate.
procity act; Senator LaFollette
Rogers declared that the McNa
S offered a substitute which was
maras were guilty of "hideous, horri- OLD TIMERS TOOK
S. ARMY SUES TO
NEW PARTY BORN
voted down.
PACIFIC MAIL OFFICERS
ble crime" yet the district attorney
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PLUMBING CONTRACTORS.
D.
14.
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Four
at noon.
C, Aug.
Washington,
HIS WEAPON AWAY
escape hanging and the other to take
Cecil Lyon is Made National CommitAmerican officers of a ship of the Pa- a term of fifteen years in prison, but
President Taft returned steel
of Insurance
teeman of Progressives and Quits
cific Mail Company now in the harbor tc allow Caplan and Schmidt, two of
tariff revision bill with his veto. V The Commissioner
Brainerd, Minn., Aug. 14. An
Jacobo Chaves, has been served with
the Old Guard.
V
of Panama, are reported to have been the men actually involved in the
heStimson
testified
statement
was
Secretary
issued here
Trinidad C. de Baca was somewhat
papers in the case of the United
assaulted and severely beaten by the Times murder to go free, provided astounded this morning when he re today regarding the secret vote taken X tore war department expendi- to the use of the John Douglas
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the game laws. Instead, however,
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

The Little

Store!AMER,CA's

Again Reminds You of the Superior
Quality and Large Variety of

" Soltaire " Goods.

Always the Leader

IN
Southern Corner Plaza,
WITH

ALL

CASH

PURCHASES.

WHOLESALE

Santa Fe. Telephone
WE

GIVE

AND

C
No. 40.

REGISTER

M0ST REMARKA?il

FEW OF FATHER DALTON'S
IDEAS.
Two can live as cheaply as one
unless one is a fool.
A speedy marriage is a fool N

A

the

cM

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 14, 1912.

TICKETS

RETAIL

marriage.
Men want good

Mm.

and

capable
wives.
Women want rich husbands.
A man must have a safety X

!S

jV

A

urn

valve..
Good families are the founda- tion of good government.
5
A rich marriage is usually an X

unhappy marriage.
a
It's not a question of hard X
of
hard principles.
N
times, but

Kansas City, Mo., Aug. 14. Matri- jmonial bureaus are mostly fakes, but
today, although not matrimonially
bent, I paid a visit to the most re- "markable marriage bureau in Ameri
ca.
That is I visited the study of the
Rev. William J. Dalton, at his church
in this city the Church of the

WE SELL EVERYTHING YOU NEED FOR THE BATHROOM,
TUBS, SOAP HOLDERS, CLOTHES HOOKS EVERYTHING YOU
NEED TO MAKE YOUR BATH A LUXURY.
NEED ANYTHING
REMEMBER OUR STORE WHEN YOU
FOR YOUR BATHROOM. WHEN YOU BUY FOM US WE WILL
GIVE YOU A SQUARE DEAL, BECAUSE WE WANT TO DEAL
WITH YOU AGAIN.

Anun-ciatio-

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

Dollar and cents cut no figure whatever in Father Dalton's Cupid establishment and that's one important
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
reason why it is the most remarkable
matrimonial bureau in America.
ALFALFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and
packages
Dr. Dalton was peeking at me over
a huge stack of letters when I stepped
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
inside the door. The envelopes bore
postmarks from almost every state in
the Union. All large cities were represented, and many had been mailed
Phone Black
Phone Black in foreign countries.
45
"This is my moraine's mail." ex45
p:ajnecl tne father, his eyes twink-

LEO HERSCH

Iola
El Toro

Dawson Coal
Sawed Wood

PORTLAND CEMENT

J. CRICHTON
Lumber and Coal Yard
R.

Ail Kinds of Building Materials.
tfard

Phone, Red

JJ

Hickox Street, Near Union Depot.

100

Phone, Red

100

Phone, Red

100

CAPITAL COAL YARD
PHONE 85 MAIN.

Phone

"Men Really ARE Looking for Good Wives." FATHER WM. J. DALTON.
Fifteen engagements have result- speedy marriage is usually a fool marling.
ed in those classes. And the publici- riage.
bmce I opened my matrimonial
"Young men today want to be irty given to the venture has made the
guild the first of the year, I have re- Father's
the busiest matrimon- responsible. I tell them they are like
study
ceived more than 7000 of these letters
ial bureau in the country. Already driftwood on the sea. They do not do
from men and women in all parts of
he is able to announce altogether 10$ their duty by staying single.
the world who are seeking helpmates.
"It makes me boil when I get
engagements and several marriages.
I ve had to hire a
from girls who say they want a
stenographer to .Among his correspondents are milme
answer
!help
them.
I'll tell you lionaires, judges, physicians,
labor- man who does not chew, drink, smok
what all these heart stories have
or swear. As though these were the
ers, school teachers, nurses, etc.
'taught me."'
She wants to inquire
''I am prouder of my own sex than cardinal sins!
Father Dalton stood up. He is of
the women," he said. "Men really what he does do. A man must have
medium
;of
height, with a kindly face are
wom- a safety valve, and I always suspect
that might mark him as a banker or en looking for good wives. But
want to marry money. They ask the seemingly perfect man of being a
He speaks with a charm-,in- for rich
physician.
city men. Of alii the letters rascal.
touch of Irish brogue. Just apfrom men only two spoke of money.
"Children today are brought up so
proaching his
year, he al- One was a faker and the other was fast they are worn-ou- t
men and worn
has
left
behind
him 40 years of
ready
en at SO. Ask an engineer how a new
service to Kansas City. Today
they
"People may say I am bothering locomotive should be handled.
He
say he knows more people here than with
something which does not con- will tell you it must be tried out on
any other man.
cern me when I talk about family life slow speed. So with children.
Men
Because the young people of his
and marriage, but I tell you it is the ought to be at their prime at 40, and
were
not
jparish
fast sublimest social problem.
marrying
not nervous wrecks.
enough, he started a matrimonial
"I believe in marriages on small
"Boys and girls should be together
school the first of the year. His classincomes if the young man and young more. The idea of separate schools
es, which meet once a week to listen woman
face their centure as the most for the sexes is nonsense. They ought
to him discourse on this
subject, have serious thing in the world. A rich not to be bashful in the presence o!
from
50 to 100.
ranged
marriage is usually unhappy and a one another."
sixty-fourt-

Screen Doors, Red and White Cedar Fence Posts
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THE STAR BARN

ant-wee-
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STAGE
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YOU CAN GET

:

:

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale
Delivered to your house.

Patronize home industry.

Leave orders at

KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.

THE SANTA FE MINERAL

DAVID

FRANK M. JONES,

WATER CO.

MARTINEZ DEAD.

For Full Information Call,

a

ECONOMY
GROCERY

eq-.ia-

j

Or. Phone No.

Or-

ied

76

leght
it N THESE

I

m

IS THE MOTTO OF

J. fl. BLAIN, Jr.
SQUARE

Street

NEW STATE BAGGAGE AND

N'

EXPRESS LINE.

Phone Red 161.
Leave Orders at Butt Bros. Drug Store

IS QUITE SO CONVEN
IENT as to touch the button and
your stove is ready to cook your

iron ready to use, your toasted
ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacuum cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day and n'ght' Estimates and full information cheeerfully given.

JULIUS MURALTER

The Tailor
Will clean, press, repair

ODS, Electricity

ow

DEAL TO ALL

309 San Francisco

DAYS OF MODERN METH

plays a most important part. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the modern home and why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Good light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
desired.

"All Goods at Right Prices"

INSTITUTE

P.

-

REAL ESTATE

For Sale, Improved and Unimproved City Property and
chards. Ranches With and Without Improvements.

Wil-lard-

T"

CapitIBln6kBMs-

LIFE, ACCIDENT, HEALTH, FIRE INSURANCE,
AND FIDELITY BONDS. Writes all the Modern
Policies at Lowest Rates.

Abeytia, of Socorro, and Eugene
Baca, of this city, leaves a husband
and one small daughter. The funeral
will take place from the Cathedra
Friday morning,
interment to be
made in Rosario cemetery.
Today's news today, You get it in
the Xew Mexican.

-

MILITARY

WHEN

Mrs. David Martinez, of lower San

LI

TO

EW MEXICO

:

?

Francisco street, died last night of
acute heart failure. The deceased, a
sister-in-laof State Senator Aniceto

e

J. R. CREATH,

Id'S

r

i

CERRILLOS

LIVERY

Why Import Mineral Water

feeble-minde-

"w-

Phone 14

If Its Hardware We Have It.

14.

h

the local leaders in the temperance,
suffrage and women's rights movements.
j
ai mis weens meeting the new
SWASTIKA LUMP
FACTORY WOOD
club will consider parliamentary law
LUMP
SAWED WOOD
land the Panama canal.
X.
Estancia,
Aug. 14.-- Hon
.
..... i M.,
T
STEAM COAL
CORD WOOD
ine urn women's club met last
in
is
tne
seat
county
""liny
week with Mrs. S. E. Ewing. Cards
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL
transacting legal business.
a. Dunlavy. merchant nf Wil jand sewing were the entertainment
Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.
lard, is in town this morning hobnob-- and tlle cUlb had eigl)t
.
"'"6 mm une oi our lawyers.
Tlle excitempnt oer the sale of tax
The editor of the New Mexican
'
don't like any but corn fed turkeva titles last week llas died down. The
but Estancia will show him a herd
0f iheai ing on' tlle temporary injunction
prize winners that, are eettin
that SM'jred by the xew Mexico Fuel &
sleek look which comes from DameiIron company wi!l occur early in
diet of fat worms. Lasttember and a big legal batt!e is
a brigade of armv worms invart. ci"ated on account of the large in- Successor to
ed the farm of one of our bisr tnrkev terests involved. Mr. A. J. Green will
MORGAN LIVERY CO.,
oiar.o, who promptly turned out his it is understood, deed that part of the
turks
and what they did to the army Tajique grant now occupied by the
FIRST-CLAS- S
tewn of Tajique to the
worms was a plenty.
By night there was not a worm in end will occupy the remainder of the
Also First-Clas- s
sight and the two hundred turkeys grant with a cattle ranch on which
Hacks, Busses and Baggage Wagons
had that prosperous look which he will breed Hereford stock. This
will give the people of Tajique at
comes from good living.
Phone Main 139
310 San Fracisco St.
The Central Baptist association of least a place to stay.
SANTA. FE, N. M.
Earl Moulton, of Lucia, is shopping
Xew Mexico will meet here this week
at the Baptist church. The opening in the county seat today.
sermon will be preached Wednesday
Ramon Bachechi newly appointed
night by Rev. J. A. Land, of Moun-- ! postmaster of Encino took his oath of
tainair. The business sessions will office before a local notary today. Mr.
bo held on Thursday
and Friday. Bachechi expects to assume his ofOPEN DAY AND NIGHT
Most of the one hundred and
sixty ficial duties immediately.
Baptist churches in the state will be
Mr. R. A. Marble, a civil
From
La Salle Restaurant
engineer
.represented. These churches Have and surveyor has just returned with
BARRANCA
TAOS
affiliated
with the Southern
A. J. Green from a
CHAS. GANN, Prop.
trip over the varMeet Both North South convention in the past and it Baptist
is ex-- ; ious properties recently acquired by
Telephone II.
pected that at the coming meeting Mr. Green under tax title. It is unBounds Trains.
"wo Doors Below F. Andrews Store. Leaves Barranca on the arrival of here an effort win be made to unite derstood that in addition to the TajiRegular Meals 25 cents. '
the north bound train and arrives at an the uaptists in Xew Mexico, both que and Las Salinas grants that Mr.
of the Northern and Southern conven
Green bought in the fine
Rooms for Pent 25c and 50c.
Taos at 7 p. m.
irrigated
tions in one state association.
ranch of W, A. Dunlavy, near
Short Orders at All Hours.
,
Ten miles shorter than
any other
R. A. Marble has bought sixty head
upon which there were several
way. Good covered- hacks and good
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams ;of ewes from Victor Lueras and will years delinquent taxes.
(French Noodlo Order 0c a dlsn,
furnished commercial men to take In feed them on his farm near Torreon
Mew York Chop Suy 50c.
ARMY AVIATOR FALLS.
the surrounding toms. Wlr E.nhuria this winter. These ewes are retired
from range duty on account of age,
Station.
Stratford, Conn., Aug. 14. Lieuten
but Mr. Marble, who has large quan-- I aiu fouiers, who was
reconnoitering
titles of feed, expects to raise a big m an army aeroplane, fell when nea
,
.
r ,1 t.
lamb crop from them and shear a ouiBiuru,
out ne later reported to
fine fleece for several years to come. neadquarters that he was unhurt. His
This is one of the first steps towards macnine was smashed.
the development of an industry in
this valley that will be a profit win--;
THOROUGH WORK.
ner.
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
Captain Fred Fornoff of prize fight How a Santa Fe Citizen. Found Freedom From Kidney Troubles.
fame is a visitor in town today. As
'The West Point oflhe Southwest.'
nothing in the sport line is billed to
If you suffer from backache
Ranked as "Distinguished
be pulled off here it is likely that the
From urinary disorders
Institution " by the U. S. captain is on official business,
Any curable disease of the kidneys,
A. Speckmann,
former editor
War Department.
Vse a tested kidney remedy.
and owner of i the Estancia News,
Located In the beautiful Pecos
Doan's Kidney Pills have been
leaves today for Socorro to take
Valley.3,700 feet above sea level,
by thousands.
charge of a daily paper in that city.
sunshine every day. Ouen uir
'A
banta Fe people can testify.
Xo.
Estancia
A.
A,
F.
&
33,
lodge
work throughout the entire sesCan you ask more convincing proof
held
a
M.,
last
special
sion.
meeting
Conditions for physical
night of
merit?
in the hail of the lodge.
and mental development are
l
IDEAL such as cannot be found
The
Pasquale Yannl, shoemaker, College
suffrage plank of the proelsewhere in America.
Fourgressive party platform is exciting St., Santa Fe, X. Mex., says: "In 1902
teen officers and Instructors, all
much favorable comment here and I gave a public testimonial in praise
graduates from standard Eastthe new party will have a lot of en- of Doan's Kidney PHs to the effect
ern colleges.
Ten buildings,
thusiastic support from our mothers, that they had cured me of pain in my j
modern in every respect.
back, caused by disordered kidneys,
wives and daughters.
Regents
The women of Estancia are cer Work obliges me to sit Uown a goortj
R. A. CAHOON. President.
In addition to the deal and this weakened my kidneys,
tainly progressive.
J. E. HHEA.
Old Women's
While at work I
club
of causing backache.
(composed
J. P. WHITE. Treasurer.
about twenty of the most charming suffered more intensely than at any
JOHN W. PoE. Secretary.
of the younger matrons and attractive other time and I was very anxious to
W. A. F1NLAY.
maids of the town) which has been in find a remedy that would relieve me.
For particulars and illustrated cataexistence for several years, there is Learning of Doan's Kidney Pills, I
logue, address,
now a new Women's club which has procured a box anfl to my delight,
C0L.JA5. W. WiLLS3.N, Sj pt.
just recently been formed and will they soon fixed me up in good shape.
be a Literary and Study club. Among During the past seven years I have
its membership are practically all had no need of kidney medicine."

am? 'retai l

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

alter Ladies' and
Gents' Garments at
or

reasonable prices and
will guarantee his work.
Orders taken for Ladies'

and Gents' Custom

Made Suits, Overcoats,
Skirts or Riding Suits.

Thirty years' of experience in
tailoring in seme of the largest
cities in Europe and America.
101;

Washington

Avenue.

r Pbone8Iack 22J.
Goods Called for and Delivered.

NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, X. M.
July 3, 1912.
Notice is hereby given that Francisco Montoya y Martinez of Espanola,
N. M., who on Dec. 30, 1910, made
Homestead Entry No. 014,735, for SW
4
SE
S 2 SW1-4- , and V 2 NW
Section 23, Township 21
SW
has
N., Range 2 E., N. M. Meridian,

filed notice of intention to make final
five year proof, to establish claim to
the land above described; before Register or Receiver at Santa Fe, N. M., on
Sep'.. 5. 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Flavio Montoya, Jesus M. Sanchez,
Rafael Herrera y Ortega, Iibrado Her-rerEspanola, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTfcRO.

NOW

IS THE TIME

to
Porch, Park

and Lawn Sets, Swings,.

AwningsandScreensmade
to order by one who knows
Fruit Ladders a
how.
specialty.

J.F.RHOADS
104 Galisteo Street

Telephpne

157 W.

:.: SAMAFE.N.AL

It will not pay you tc waste
w
tiem writing out yon legal
when you can get them already pHtu,
ed at tlit New Mezltkn Prlut'iog,
Register. Company.
a,

''

t
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great possibilities.
When the American league season
opened, I feel frank to state that not
a member of the Boston club figured
very strongly on winning the pennant. I thought the Athletics
the field and would win rather
easily. I believe every other player
and manager in the American league
had a similar opinion.
Suddenly the Boston club found itself out in front, with a good lead,
and favored to win the pennant.
Naturally the players are enthusiastic over their chances, but they
do not seem to play with that sublime confidence that marks the style
o! every great team, like the Athletics, the Cubs and the Giants.
The Boston club can hit the ball,
has pretty fair speed, and with fair
pitching can go put and win the average ball game. The Red Sox don't
need

pitching with

air-tig-

such

NEW TIGER TWIRLER.
St. Joseph, Mo., Aug. 14. Charles
Wheatley, the young twirler recently
purchased by Detroit from the Springfield Central league club, played with
the local Western league team during
a part of the 1911 campaign and also
early this season. He never had a
chance to show much here, as 'his inexperience made it impossible to start
However, in
him in many games.
the few games he worked he showed
that h had the goods provided he
could get control. He was sold to
Springfield and acquired the knack of
getting them over, and was success-

ful.

In 1911 he had the distinction of
playing with three pennant winners
and a club which finished second. He
Began with Great Bend in the Kansas
State league, his club making a runaway race and causing the league to
go up. Then he came here and was
sold optionally to the Humboldt club,
of the Mink league, which won the
pennant. Returning here, he was
again sold optionally to Superior, of
the Nebraska State league, that club
winning the pennant by a few games,
Wheatley being instrumental in grabThen he returned
bing the bunting.
to St. Joseph, finishing here with a
club which landed second place.
COMISKEY AFTER CLYMER.
Minneapolis, Minn., Aug. 14. That
Charles Comtskey, owner of the Chicago American League club, is anxious
to get Otis Clymer, Minneapolis' star
outfielder, and considered one of the
best fielders and hitters in the American association, was the statement today of Mike Cantillon, president of the
local association team. Whether a
deal finally will be made, Cantillon
.would not say. It is said Comiskey
first attempted to buy Clymer, but
that ihe was told he was not for sale
and then offered to trade Block, a
catcher; Mclntyre, a fielder, and Peters, a pitcher, but that this offer also
was rejected.
DELEHANTY RELEASED.

President Xavin, of the Detroit
baseball club, has given Jim Delahanty
the veteran Tiger second baseman,
10 days notice that at the end of the
period mentioned, Del, will be free to
seek any job that suits him, which is
an immense advantage to a ball toss-e- r
in setting anew.
Delahanty went to Detroit in 1909
in a deal that involved the exchange
of Schaefer and Killifer to Washington for him. His fine hitting was a
large factor in winning the pennant
that year, and he continued to pound
the ball in 1910 and 1911. He injured
his leg in 1910 and since then has
been badly handicapped

in fielding.

SOX

EXCHANGE.
Russell Blackburn and Jimmy Block
lave been released by the White Sox
to the Milwaukee club of the American association. They were given
along with a bit of money for Catcher Ray Schalk, who was bought Friday.
Block will repoit to the Milwaukee
club tomorrow, but Blackburne will
not be with the Brewers jntil today,
for he left last night for Palmyra, X.
J., to attend to some business. Both
said they were glad of the deal, for
now they will be playing ball Instead- or sitting on the bench.
Schalk reported to Manager Calla-Jiayesterday morning, coming from
Louisville, where the Milwaukee club
was playing. He went to Milwaukee
in the afternoon to get his best
ciothes and will return to go east
With the Sox tonight.
n

MINORS SELL MANY.
Saginaw,
Mich.,
Aug. 14. The
South Michigan league has broken all
record for this circuit for sales, and
"when the drafting season is over it is
expected that nearly $25,000 worth
of ball players will have been disposed of to higher slasj circuits. For
the first time in the history of the
league Detroit is picking up South
Michigan players. President Xavin
already has bought four men for $8,- -

A
A

hitting array, although the pitching
of the staff, with Joe Woods its only
real star, has been high class.
While favoring Boston to win, don't
for a minute think that I have counted Washington and the Athletics out
of the
running. The Washington
team is the best young ball club that
I have seen in eyars, while the Atli-- I
have seen in years, while the Ath- letic club is strong and needs but assert itself.
There is liable to be a driving
finish down the stretch in the American league, with a blanket covering
the first three teams.

S

Flint
Snyder, the
catcher, was sold to the St. Loius
Xationals for $3,000. Then Deal went
to Detroit from Jackson, Hunter and
Kraft and Williams to Cleveland,
Troy of Adrain, Onslow of Lansing,
and CUmss of Jackson to Detroit, and
Evans of Jackson to the Sioux City
Western league team.
500.

CLARKE AND DALHEN DONE.
With the beginning of the
series, a report was
put in circulation that at the end of
the present season Fred Clarke, manager of the Pirates, intends to retire
from baseball.
It is said Honus Wagner will succeed him as manager of the club. AU
efforts to affirm or discredit this ruClarke remor were unsuccessful.
fused to discuss the subject and, of
course, Wagner would not talk about
it. Other members of the team professed ignorance.
Jake Daubert, considered by many
experts the greatest first baseman in
the National league is slated to manage the Brooklyn Dodgers in the first
season at the $1,000,000 park, according to rumor.
Bill Dahlen, present manager of the
club, has three years of his contract
to run, but the consensus is that he
will be disposed o by a settlement at
the end of this season and the dashing young field captain given free
rein over the club.
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Edmund C. Burke, who has been
Santa Fe's postmaster for the past'
f
two and
years, relinquishes
that 1)0sjtion tomorrow, having been
causelessly superseded at the behest
of the bosses.
It is admitted on all sides that Mr.
Burke has made an efficient, cour-- j
teous, valuable, public official in
fact, no city within the state borders
has had a more capable postmaster
than has Santa Fe. We recall that
when the appointment was first made
there were expiessions of doubt as to
iue wisuuiu ui u on accuum ui me
;
heaUh of the apl,ointee bllt doubt
was slee1ily dispelled as Mr. Burke
on assuming the office, entered upon
the work with an energy, spirit and
c'ose attention that surprised even
his warmest friends.
He permitted
nothing to interfere with his official
work, giving it constant personal attention and looking after every detail
that would add to the effectiveness
of the service. He even drove about
with carriers on a heavy mail day,
aiding in getting a prompt disposition
and he filled in at the delivery
or at any other point where he
felt that he could add anything for

.
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Oats Sept. 31
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Ribs Sept. $10.S7
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(010493)

Department of the Interior,
TJ. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
July 22, 1912.
Notice is hereby given that Sefer mo Vigil, of Santa Fe, New Mexico,
who, on July 20, 1904, made homestead entry No. 010493-799for E
2

NW

NW

SW

4

Sec.

13,

Lot

3. Section 24, Township 18 N., Range
10 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make Final Five

Year Proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before Register
and Rec iver, U. S. Land Office,
Santa Fe, New Mexico, on the 10th
day of Sept., 1912.
Claimant names
as witnesses:
Rafael Montoya, Beatriz Vigil, Anas-taci- o
Montoya, Atanacio

Santa Fe,

The following are the time table
of the local railroads:
"A. T. & S. F. Ry."
Leave
8:10 a. m., to connect w.tli No.
westbound and No. 10 eastbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe at 12:10
P. m.
Leave Santa Fe at 3:30 p. m. to
connect with No. 1 westbound and No.

9, 1912.

Pecos Forest.
Notice is hereby given that Miguel

Free

eastbound.
Returning arrive at Santa Fe 6 p. in
Leave Santa Fe at 6:20 p. m. to co
nect with No. 7 westbouni and No. 4
eastbound
Returning arrive Santa Fe at 8:35

the Plaza.

UNCLE ABE'S
RHEUMATISM SOAP

New Mexico.
Mr. Burke is full of public spirit,
TheGreatest Discovery of the Age.
always ready to 'end a hand in any.
thing that will benefit Santa Fe, and Made from the formula of anEm- a3 a mixer ana an arouna goou ie:- - merit German Doctor.
It will
low he has a front place. Just to cure a rheumatic and
muscular
.
.
meet Burke gives a sensation of cheer
B
D
hnth M ,,
and he always has some of this com-most
doctors
;

1

.

leading
lognized by
as the greatest cure for Rheuma
tism, Stiff Necks, Stiff Shoulders,
Lame Backs, Colds in the Chest,
Cramps in the Stomach, are all
quickly removed by following' the
directions closely that accompany
each package of UNCLE ABE'S

.

friend or stranger whether at
desk or on the street.
The atmosphere of politics is not
new to Edmund for his brother, James
Francis Burke, of Pennsylvania, is

one of the leaders in congress, and
has always been a staunch friend to
New Mexico. It is pleasing to know RHEUMATISM SOAP. Guaranthat Mr. Burke is to remain in Santa teed under the Food and Drugs
Fe.
Act.
John Pfleuger takes possession of
J. KILBRIDE, SOLE AGENT,
No. Bridge Plaza,
the office tomorrow.
Suite 34 and 35. Dept. 9.
j

Lou,' Island City, New York.

Postare

for
PROMPTLY FILLED- -

Mail nrld 6c.

MAIL

New Mexico, on August 23, 1907, made
Homestead Application No.
S
NW
for SW
NE
4 Horse Power
Section 8, Township
NW
SW
17 n., Range 12 E., N. M. P. Meridian,
PRICE, $165.00
has filed notice of intention to make
With Imported Magneto.
r
final
proof, to establish AlMotorCycle without a doubt with trouble
left at the factory.
claim to the land above described, before Register or Receiver, XT. S. Land
Office, at Santa Fe, Xew Mex., on the
9th day of October, 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Crecencio Roybal, Pablo Gonzales,
of Pecos, New Mexico; Manuel Delga- do' of Santa Fe, New Mexico; Juan
Ramirez, of Pecos, New Mexico.
LIGHT, SILENT AND RELIABLE.
MANTEL R. OTERO,

Pope Motor Cycle

04728-11-90-

2

4

4

five-yea-

Register. PASH

ThisquadrupIcFIateSilvcrSugm-Spoo-

Leave Santa Fe at 8:50 p. m. to connect with No. 8 eastbound and No. V

with the purchase
73 cents' worth of
.
Violet Dulce Toilet Articles

Returning, arrive at Santa Fs, 11: SO

JOHN HAMPEL,

BROS.. Agts.,

Santa

Fe.

of

Proprietor.

COLORADO SALOON
FINE WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.
Family Trade Supplied.
259 San Francisco St.
SANTA FE, N. M.

Free

BEAUTIFUL
WTEHIRS
The Dainty VIOLET

FREE

p. m.

westbound.

of

Vigil, all of

August

LOCAL TRAINS

bast

N. M.

MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior.
V. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.

TIME TABLE ALL

IS THE BEST PLACE

Give Him a Trie',

Lamy care of Fablo Gonzales, Pecos,

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Shaved ?

Do You Get

Price 25c per pkc Hv
ALL.
OKDEKS

l8.25-8.50-

$C.S0.

CO.,

Man's Face Is Often His Fortune
at Least His Capital !

Where

j

-

PUBLISHING

BUTTERICK

Ilutterick Building, New York.

the accommodation of the public.
Public service is not a new experience to the retiring postmaster. Even
before coming to New Mexico he held
and
positions,
responsible official
since coining here he has only added
to an already established reputation.
He is an expert typest, standing second in the world's contest held
a few years back and he is recognized as the speediest typewriter ill

one-hal-

4

2

To Cover Local Territory

v

1

i

8

Want a Representative

-

'Jf.
39'

r

A

.

4

4

Magazines

Easy-Sellin- g

-

yearlings

2

CLUBS

the Santa

in

Read it.

ff?S.G3:

$T.50(f?S.45;
$G.00rrt8.2o;

c

STANDING OF THE

'

1

.

Fe New Mexican.

(Li

MARKETS.

TODAY'S REPOR7

tit y?

y, Sow

-

h

.......

rf

Phone Orders Attended To Promptly.

TODAY'S GAMES

KING COLE RETIRES.
Bay City, Michfl., Aug. 14. Pitcher
NATIONAL.
Hi Cole, in 1909 a Cub star, and this
At Pittsbur- gR. H. E.
season traded to Pittsburg and later
3 9 1
Pittsburg
suspended, has returned to his home Philadelphia
2 6 1
in this city and is camping at
Camnitz and Gibson;
Moore and
Beach, near here, despondent Killifer.
in the belief that he is through with
major league baseball for good.
He states his belief that it wilfbe
impossible for him o get into condition again. He says he has tried
his best and failed to get the desired
Xew York, Aug. 14. With trans
results.
actions approaching 250,000 shares in
Cole Tealizes that in order to make the first hour
today's, the stock
good with the Pirates he will have to market again moved forward to the
do as well as he ever did at his best,
highest general average of the year.
and has told his friends that he feels There was
greater breadth, with
he cannot do it.
some signs of public interest, es
pecially in coppers, which coincided
with intimations of prospective advances in metal prices. Steel was
the feature, regaining leadership and
selling at the year's best quotation
and there was marked strength in
NATIONAL LEAGUE.
Canadian Pacific scored a
Won Lost Pet. smelting.
.710 new record with future inquiry for
29
73
Xew York
OS
.654 Standard railers at advancing prices.
36
Chicago
61
40
Bonds were firm. Reading slipped
.604
Pittsburg
50
53
.513 back to below
yesterday's closing,
Philadelphia
49
.462 but prices held well elsewhere, with
57
Cincinnati
59
47
.443 Erie in especial demand.
St. Louis
3S
6S
.358
Brooklyn
Minor specialties came to the front
2S
.272 when the advance in the leaders
73
Boston
ceased and gains of 1 to 2 points folAMERICAN LEAGUE.
lowed.
Won Lost Pet.
The market closed strong. Shares
.683 of independent steel companies re34
74
Boston
43
66
.606 sponded to the rise In steel, while
Washington
44
.588 many
63
Philadelphia
specialties rose sub.495 stantially. The railroads
53
54
also imChicago- 56
.491 proved their position.
54
Detroit
56
.477
Cleveland
... .51
71
33
St. Louis
.330
MONEY AND STOCKS.
33
.317
New York
71
Xew York, Aug. 14. Call money
2
Prime paper 5 to 51-4- ,
WESTERN LEAGUE.
Mexican dollars 48;
Silver 613-4- ;
Won Lost Pet. Copper 17.2517s50; Tin 45.55-46- ;
50
.569 Lead $4.40 4.60; Amalgamated 85
66
Denver
."....63
52
.54S Sugar 129; Atcbison
110
Omaha
Great
52
St. Joseph
61
.540 Northern 142
New York Central
Des Moines
Read58
52
.527 118
Northern Pacific 131
Sioux City .
58
.513 ing 172
53
Southern Pacific 1.131-4- ;
Wichita
56
58
.491 Vnion Pacific 1741-4- ;
Steel 74
Lincoln
52
61
.460 Steel, pfd. 113
39
NEW YORK COTTON.
73
.34S
Topeka
Xew York, Aug. 14. Cotton spot,
closed quiet; middiing upland, ?12;
middling gulf, $12.25. Sales 19 bales.
CHICAGO LIVESTOCK.
Chicago, 111., Aug. 14. Cattle ReNATIONAL.
ceipts 19,000. Market best strong,
at Pittsburg, two others steady to shade lower. Beeves
Philadelphia
games.
$5.7510.40; Texas steers $5.006.90;
western steers $6.000 9.00; stockers
AMERICAN.
cows a:
and feeders $4.007.00;
Detroit at New York, 2 games.
heifers $2.6508.15; calves $6.509.75.
St. Louis at Boston, 2 game.
Market
Hogs
Receipts 25,000.
Cleveland at Philadelphia, 2 games. steady to a shade 'higher. Light $8.05

....

"

"V
-

I

.
CHICAGO GRAIN.
Chicago, 111., Aug. 14. Trading in
wheat inclined to the bull side today,
light receipts and strong cables con- tributing to strengthen prices. Opening figures were unchanged to
to
higher. December started at 93
an advance of
to
fell off
to 92
and rested at 93
The close was easy with December
lower at J2
Generous commission selling took
the edge off an early advance in corn
in which September took the lead,
to
starting
higher at 711-- to
De
and easing away to 70
to
cember opened
up, at 53 to
55
and rested at 54
The close was easy with December
'
lower at 54l-8- .
were
Oats
firmer at the start but
Chicago at Washington.
selling pressure was quickly felt. De-- l
cember started a shade off at 34
and dropped off to 321-advanced
where it rested
AMERICAN.
Light offerings and active commis
R. H. E.
At Xew York.
uujmg eie responsime ior an
sion
2
3 7
New York
advance of from 5 to 12
in provi 1
6 11
Detroit
siuah, wuii uciouer prouucis opening
Batteries: Fisher, Caldwell and 18.17 1 for pork; 10.90 to 10.92
Mullin, Dubuc for lard and 10.90 for ribs.
Sweeney, Williams;
and Stanage.
KANSAS CITY LIVESTOCK.
Kansas City, Mo., Aug. 14. Cattle-Rece- ipts
R. H. E.
At Washington.
7,000, including 2,000 south0 5 4 erns.
Best strong, others steady. NaWashington
6 9 0 tive
steers $0.50(010.40;
Chicago
southern
steers $4.50i?i7.00; southern cows and
Groonie, Vaughn and Williams;
and Kuhn.
heifers $3.5005.50; native cows and
heifers $3.5ui&;9.00; stockers
and
R. H. E. feeders $4.50(87.80; bulls
At Philadelphia
$:!.7o5.25;
S
1
13
calves
Philadelphia .
western steers
fa.001t8.25;
1
3 11
Cleveland
$5.008.25; western steers $5.50(fi
Bender, Houck and Thomas; Gregg, 9.25; western cows $3.50(56.00.
Mitchell and O'Neil, Carisch.
Hogs
Market
Receipts 0,000.
'steady. Bulk of sales $8.25S.45:
At Boston
R.H.E.; heavy $S.20fr 8.40; packers and butch-8 Oiors
Boston
light $S.20(fi 8.50; pigs
2 6 1 56.00(5 7.00.
St. Louis
Sheep
O'Brien, Hall and Carrigan Baum- Market
Receipts 5,000.
steady. Muttons $3.25(54.25; lambs
gardner, Napier and Krichell.
;$3.50(?i6.50;
range wethers and yearR. .H. E. Hugs $3,251( 4.75; range ewes $2.251t
At New York.
3 0 2
New York
ST. LOUIS WOOL.
1
1
5
Detroit
St. Louis, Mo., Aug. 14 Wool marFord and Sweeney;
Willett and
ket steady; territory and western meKocher.
diums 20(ff21c; fine mediums
l$(20c;
One 130 17c.
At Philadelphia.
R. H. E.
ST. LOUIS METAL.
2 9
Philadelphia
lj St. Louis,
Mo.,
0 7 1
Cleveland
Aug. 14 Lead,
Plank and Lapp; Steen and Carisch. steady, $4.32
spelter, weak,

ZJ

a

Antonio-Villanuev-

An Ice Cold Bottle or Glass of
Lemp's Beer will kill your

Chicago, Aug. 14. With prospects
still bright of pushing the Giants out
of first place. Manager Frank Chance
of the Cubs today bought the release
of Pitcher George T. Pierce, the sen- sation of the New York State league.
Pierc e was formerly the property of
the Cubs, but was sold Mast spring
without a tryout. Pierce will not be
available until September 8, when his
own league closes its season,
but
Chance figures on using him in the
lest three weeks' dash for the flag.

fit.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
(04391)
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, X 31..
July 29. 1912.
Notice is hereby given that
of Galisteo, X. M., who, on
July 8, 1907, made homestead entry
Section
No. 1171S for NW
14,
Township 13 X., Range 9 E., X. M. P.
Jleridian, has filed notice of intention
to make final
proof, to establish claim to the land above described,
before Harry C. Kinsell, U. S. Commr.
at Stanley, X. Mex., on the 16 day of
September, 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Thomas Villanueva, Pino Villanueva, Gregorio Padia, and Jose Villanueva, all of Galisteo, N. M.
MANUEL.-JHOTERO,
"
''
Register."

Capital Bar

AND YET, THE BOSTON PLHVERS DONT SEEM TO KNOW IT

"

POSTMASTER BURKE OUT;
MAKES SPLENDID RECORD

MIGNARDOT

MIL

THE

BOSTON IS THE BEST TEAM, SAVS JENNINGS
Boston just now is the best team
in the American league.
Still, the
Hoston players have not reached a
full realization of that fact. The Red
Sox should win the pennant and probably will, but the road will not be
smooth sailing.
Boston lacks confidence. I would
not have you infer the team is not
a game aggregation, for such is not
the case. I simply mean that the
players do not seem to realize their

FARAH-E-

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 14, 1912.

DULCE

FREE

Beauty Aids

Each is a marvel of daintiness, both in package and
contents. No other line we ever handled has been
half so popular. Every one of them makes appeal to
the most reiinod tastes delights and fascinates the
most refined senses.
Each is
near perfection in every minute detail
as iho use of the very purest and choicest ingredients,
odors from fresh-cu- t
the tiiiet s
Parma and
Victoria Violets, and the highest art of the perfumer
can make them. Laca is- guaranteed to plea
or money back.

A pair of these lovely Roman
gold Collar Pins with purchase of 50c worth ol
Violet Dulce Toilet Articles

p. m.

cut-o- n
Passengers for the Beien
and Pecos Valley points shouii no
leave at 3:30 p. m. instead of 7 20 as
heretofore. Connection leaves Albn
querque at 7:55 p. m. Instead of 2:20

a. m.
D. &

h.

G. Ry.

MEXI--

O

containing powder
puff and diminishing
mirror, with every
of
eurchase
Talcum

Leaves 10:05 c, m. for north.
Arrive 4:20 p. m. from north
NEW

FREE
One of these beautiful Vanity Boxes,

Pow-d-

or Viclet
Dulce Toilet
Soap at

CE.4TRAL RY

Leave 12:45 p. m., connects with
No. 4 east and 1 south and west.
Arrive 4:15 p. m. with connections
from No. 3 east.
Let Him Know It IT you are out or
a position, you must let the employer
know it. A want advertisement in the
ness and professional man In the, city
and county and a great many In the
state If you have any special talent, do not hide it under a bushel.

cents.

ii

SEE THESE

BEE SOUVENIRS
IN OUR

WINDOWS

You must see them
to properly appreciate

FREE
Japanese Eggshell Cup and Saucer
with $1.00 worth of
Violet Dulce Toilet Articles.

them.

Besides the above souvenirs, a beautiful Harrison Fisher girl fan will be given free
every purchaser of any Violet Dulce Toilet Dainty.
Every one cf

to

these Elegant Violet Dulce Beauty Aids is a Marvel of Daintiness

This Souvenir Sale is THURSDAY,

FRIDAY, SATURDAY

AUGUST 15, 16, 17.

Store

All legal blanks prepared according
to the Statutes of New Mexico, new
State form, for sale by the N-Mexican Printing Company.
.f

Work for The New Mexican. It is
working for you, for Santa Fe and the
new state.

232 SAN FRANCISCO STREET.

PHONE MAIN 37.

(

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 14, 1912.

UNITED STATES BANK

TRUST CO.

&

CAPITAL $50,000 00
Does a General Banking

Business

H. F

W. E. GRIFFIN

2BIIHIIIIIBIU

Established

uua

:

STEPHENS, Cashier,

wimwi

mm

u

1856

Seasonable

i

i

J urn

Incorporated I90J

Take an

ARMY BLANKET
Ok-

For Almost the Price of

COME AND SEE THEM

Pair of High Cut Shoes, or
or

FECIAL SALE
Saturday, August 10th Only.

great variety of articles will simply be
MARKED DOWN to such a price that you will
have to buy. The prices will be ridiculously
low and the values large.

A

.

"""""'

Pair of Riding Trousers, or
Swell Ladies' Riding Skirt,
ONE OR ALL OF THESE

-

ARE NECESSARY to spend that Outing properly.
You can then come back ready for the strenuous

Mil KIM:
.

Phone 36.

:

WltO

1

THE ECONOMY FRUIT

AT COST

I

work. The exposure will have done you good. We
have a selection such as you will not find anywhere else in the city.

:

II

-

'

Proper Hunting Shirt, or

O. Box, 219.

TO-DA- Y

JULIUS H. GERDES

cut-of-

Khski Suit, or

P.

!

FIT AND SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.

i

1

Ones

e

The new Portfolio of Fashion for Ladies and Misses has arrived. It portrays the most charming line of Fall and
Winter Styles we have ever shown.

,,,

,

Levins,

Ready-Mad-

WHY NOT ORDER THEM NOW?

-

Good Pair of

Garments

d

-

-

--

Man-Tailore-

MRS. W. LINDHARDT,

Asst. Cashier

wjuumiua invi wi

what the legislature next .January
may do to his organization but he
wants another day next jear any- how, and his date has already been
Mrs. Theo. Corrick will not be homo. set for Tuesday, August 1:1th, mi:;,
to callers during the month of Au- - Albuquerque
also
wants
another
chance to make good and will; be giv- gust.
!
V. D. Shea of the Denver & Rio en the
opportunity. A suggestion by
Grande left today for El Paso on btisi-- j Mrs. A. H. Garnett of KMancia that
riess.
jan effort be made to get the club
L. E. Walker and E. W. Callander women of the state behind the move-o- f
Cerrillos, are in town staying at ment is being considered seriously by
the C'oronado.
some of the leading women of the
Mrs. M. Harney left last night for state, and if they can be enlisled in
125 Palace Ave.
California to visit her mother for a the work as an organization it will
not be long until the mother iiisiitucouple of weeks.
U. H. Hanna and C. .1.
Roberts, tion at Chautauqua, New York, alone
members of the state supreme court will excel the Xew .Mexico state Chan-.lef- t 11. Tullcy, fornn ry of Durango. today
in the federal sugar hearing was tailtoday for Las Vegas.
With all natural advantages
tauqua.
Samuel Eldodt. Chaniita's prosper- - ours and the need of the institution ed to corroborate the testimony given
;by Ward Darley to tiie effect that
jous merchant, together with his son, beginning to be recognized and its
efforts to promote the buildare guests at the Palace.
usefulness appreciated, there is no Parley's
of
a
plant in Durango had
sugar
Juan B. Lujan and Juan L. Quin- reason why this prediction
should ing
'been frustrate by .he Sugar trusts
tana arrived from Espanola last even-- , not become a fact,
known as "the sugar trust."
ins. They are stopping at the CoroNext year's meeting will begin Aug 'commonly
Mr. Tulley testified to having been
ust J2lh and it is planned to lave
;uduo,...,.,,, i,. i,v i i i ttton nf I'.iie- George E. Ellis of Albuquerque, is a the Winfield, Kansas, program
end rado
Springs, when they met on a
business visitor in the Capital City, just before ours begins and
Prescott, railway train that alter Mr. Aiken 'had
He is registered at the European ho- - Arizona, to follow the idea
being to been in conference
with Charles
telwork together in the matter of secur- r.oettcher, now vice president of the
Hon. Felix Martinez of EI Paso, ing talent and also that there
may be Great Western Sugar Company, tele
prominent in business and politics, is no conflict in dates.
With the coin- phone messages had been sent to Dum me cili, a guest at tne .uonrezumn pietion of the Be en
f
this i'du
lttngo bankets to put a damper on tin
notpi
...,
uiuumiuu tuimu is ii iic n tne proposed sugar plant there because
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Crichton have re- easiest of access to the
residents ot
turned from California where they Southern Kansas and Oklahoma and such a plant would he inimical to the
have been enjoying a vacation at the the idea of "Winfield l!av" at next bigger sugar interests.
At this juncture, Mr. Tulley of his
beach resorts.
year's meeting has been suggested
motion, n fused, when pressed to give
Ed M. Berardinelli, postoffice clerk, which, if carried out, will
prove to be
,
ooen acting as railway pos- - tne biggest event of the entire ses- timber detail.-- to testify further, say"l,u
the
information he Had
mat
ing
1:11 cieiK on tne hanta
Fe-orrance sion. Winfield lias t he best band in
was given him in confidence.
line, has resumed his duties at the the southwest outside of Kansas
City
On the government's
attorneys iniocat omce.
and the plan includ
the presence sisting that Mr. Tulley should give till
.
KEflC
T5,.
i". ii.niuii iiuu ui mis uanu during the entire ses- - the information he had, a recess was
Boyle, accompanied by Jack Collins, sion.
ordered until tomorrow morning, to
over
to the Pecos yesterday to
;roae
With the plans now under
develop enable Mr. Tulley to consult his atspend a week with Mrs. Viveash.
ment and the forces at work behind
The many friends of Clinton Cran- the movement, the success of next torneys.
Counsel for the government stated
.dall are glad to see him about once J ear's meeting is already assured
after adjournment of the hearing, that
more after a two weeks seige of what and the
permanency of the Chautau in the event of Mr. Tulley 's continued
purported to be typhoid fever.
qua is uevoiiu question.
refusal to testify, they would probably
Mrs. Leo Hersch and children left,
(Signed J. W. CORBKTT. certify the fact to the federal distiict
this morning for Santa Cruz to visit
ccurt in Xew York, and ask for a
relatives. They expect to return to
mandatory writ compelling him to disSanta Fe the middle of next week.
THINGS DOING
close whatever information he had
B. A. Gilly of Espanola, wiho has
AT CARLSBAD relative to the sugar fight at Durango.
been in the city for several davs. re
turned home this morning. While
here, he disposed of a large crop of
Carlsbad ,X. M Aug. 1. The
MAJOR RICE FEARS
from Mrs. Stevenson's Sun- eran Pecos volley editor, Wm. II.
REBELS WILL ATTACK.
ranch.
lane, and wife are taking a ten days'
Brot'her Celestine of Xotre Dame outing
Washington, I). C, Aug. 14.
at Cloudcroft. They went
Major Sedgwick Rice, command- University is stopping at the Sanitar- overland to get the full benefit of
ium. He conies in the interest of the the fine mountain country. The
ing a detachment of the third
Maria" publishing company of rent and the farm in the meantime
cavalry on the border opposite
Palonins. Mexico, reports today
Xotre Dame, Indiana, and expects to are in
charge of younger hands,
S he fears an attack from about
remain in the city until the end of the
Fishing is at present the great,
110H rebels
(oncentraied here. N
version of the
Harry
John V. Conway left today for Lamy Harden took a day off last week and S He has asked Colonel Stever for N
reinforcements.
where he will meet with the school brought home a fine string of black
Stever does not share the ma- - V
directors.
Mr. Conway has just re- bass. The channel cat is also biting
views in his report, but has N
jor's
turned from an official visit to Cer- - and several large specimens
have
been ordered by the war depart- rillos and Golden. He is engaged in been caught.
ment to investigate.
visiting every school district in the; Autos are finding their way to the
and
will have things in excel- farms of the Carlsbad project. The
county
El Paso, Texas, Aug. M. Officials
lent shape for the coming term of latest purchaser of a car is W. H.
of the Mormon colories in Mexico are
school.
ROAVuc
wlin nwns n rtlace east, of
here today to decide whether
Judge and Mrs. Pope
and the Otis. The past few days he has been meeting
to recommend the return of the 2,"0ii
Misses Hull left this morning for
up before the sun and studied the refugees waiting in El Paso and at
Denver by automobile.
Judge Pope mysteries of a motor,
Hfichita, X. M. The reclaiming of the
will hold court for the judge of that
l
club is a re- - colonies in
The
Casas Grandes by federal
circuit while the ladies will spend the
meet-timality and held its first regular
is playing au important part
troops
in
ColoDenver
and
sightseeing
jng Saturday night. Guy A. Reed is in the discussion, but the morning
rado Springs for a week, when Mrs.
president and W. W. Dean, secretary.
Pope will return to Santa Fe and the a committee is at work to line up session developed no definite decisMisses Hull Tvill continue the journey the faithful with a view .of making the ion. The majority of the colonists
favored return to the colonies as soon
to their home in Atlanta, Ga.
chlb a large organization.
as conditions warranted.
Mrs. E. C. Hart, of Sacramento,
The Commercial club and Pecos
A report made before the meeting
Calif., wife of Judge E. C. Hart, su- - water Users' association are consid-- !
that, two young Mormons. Ira and
preme representative of the Knights erjng
f
plans for making a representa-o- Leon Pratt, were arrested this morn-- :
Pythias, is in the city en route to tive exhibit at the Roswell fair this
Moriarty, Avhere she will visit friends,
a committee was appointed sev-- by rebels in Juarez, where they went
Judge Hart is a member of the appel; erai weeks ago to arrange for ex- - to see to the shipping of some horses.
late court in California. Judge and hiuitg from the Carlsbad project for h. was said that the Americans are
held for a ransom.
Mrs. Hart are friends of State Cor- - tne ciu0 ro0m.
poration Commissioner
Hugh Wil- The president of the Xational bank
(Hants and Mrs. Williams and George o( Carlsbad, Elliot Hendricks and wife
EXERCISES AT THE SCHOOL
Armijo, clerk of the corporation com- - Rave gone to the Pacific coast to be
OF AMERICAN ARCHAEOLO- mission is showing Mrs. Hart the away until in October. A. J.
GY. TODAY'S PROGRAM.
many interesting places about Santa ford and wife have started on a three
X
S
Fe while she is in the city.
months trip through the east.
10:00 a. m. Pottery making in the X
-are
and
A.
family
Poore
prof. W.
placita.
COMMUNICATION.
back from a two months' trip to C'ali- 10:"0 a. m Natural History ex- Mountainair, X. M., Aug. H. The fornia. Prof. Poore did some special
cursion.
increased attendance and the larger work while away at Berkeley Univer-- .
3:l!0 p. m. "Maya Archaeology,"
interest manifested at the meeting of sitv. Being conductor of the Eddy
J
illustrated, Mr. Sylvanus G.
the Chautauqua just closed has given county teachers' institute Prof. Poore
llorley.
movement
schools
an impetus
that i& already at work. The city
;the
N S : 00 p. m. "Heredity and Evolupromises big things for the future. cf which he is superintendent will op-- !
tion," Prof. T. D. S. Cockerell.
Secretary Hening of the Bureau of en September Sth.
V "Public Life in Pompeii, " illnsCo
Immigration says he does not know
J. Frank Joyce of Joyce-Prui- t
V
trated, Dr. Harry L. "Wilson.
is again at the heim, after a month's X
vacation spent in California. His fam
TOMORROW'S PROGRAM.
ily will remain on the coast till fall. V 10:00 a. m. Final exhibition
of
Road Supervisor F. E. Little is V
KAUNE
Pnphtn Tndinn wnmpn mnkinlr V
has
he
where
the
from
Plains
back
,
x
A pott(,ry
thg ri,ad,a
neen directing me worn on uie ro A 10:30 n. m.
"Maya Archaeology,"
across tne rouse sanus. i nis section
illustrated. Mr. Svlvanus (
of the road is now in splendid condi-- ,
Morlev
uon auu gives cansuau a uue
A 3:3o p. m. Roman Architecture
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Millinery

Your Patronage Solicited
1. 6. IAUGHLIN, President
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JARS

Fruit Jar in the Market.
fEasy to Open, Easy to Close.

The Best

FANCY HANDPAINTED

DISHES

AT LOW PRICES.

s

BEAUTIFUL BRUSSELS RUGS

Mill-shin-

-

Cur-"Av- e

THE

AKERS-WAGNE-

FURNITURE CO.

R

SAN FRANCISCO STREET.

-

RBBBPKiEZSBSflSM

-

$

TO LOAN
on improved business property only. Why not
put this with what you have and purchase a
GOOD income property ? We have for sale some
of the best residence property in the city. See
us before closing a deal elsewhere.

Day or Night Phone, 130 Red.

Next Door to Postoffice,

Why Walt?

H.S.

SEND YOUR OPTICAL REPAIRS DIRECT TO

Dispensing Optician,

E. LAS VEGAS,

::

Accurate

::

Work-Qu-

ick

::

p,lUiu,,.
at
are

which will
not be long,

!

CORRICK LIVERY BARN

l2 cts Per Pound

NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY

Prompt Attention and the Best
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.

W

Read

it

A Want Ad. In the New Mexican
sees more people in one day "than you
can see in a month. Try one.
A little want ad costs out a few
cents and brings wonderful results Latest
when published In the New Mexican. Fe New sporting news in the Santa
Mexican. Read it.
one.

Ve are making a live' paper.

Try

eMAltu w""'
Ct.llnn. m
o"""'
'
can Printing Company

.

If you use embossed gtattomti-v.
.
..

.

'n

MOTfc
uo no Detter man placing your or.
have on band jcau
der with the New Mexican Printing
and can make up promptly tbe latest prices will be quoted upon
request
forms In society stationery. Tbe new Our styles and onns are
up
strictly
Or.
etc.
cards,
size correspondence
to data.
TH--

I

X'oOT

ders taken for engraved and
work. Several lines to make
Today's news today." You get It In
the New Mexican. ;
mr selection trom.
d

DeCu

LasCrucesCantaloupes
Go Like Hot Cakes
THEY ARE FINE, TRY THEM

!

All kinds of FRUITS and VEGE
TABLES received daily. If you
want nice Fruits and Vegetables
call on us.

S.

KAUNE

a

now

nnA n.

work

A
u.- v
T

mr.-

Declines After

To-

morrow to Tell What He Knows
About Trust He Will Be Ordered

The Daily Receipts of

H.

1

me ciuj
ing anu one near iarisuau.
i
turning out well and the seed is of
extra fine quality.
Much land Is already being prepared for seeding to alfalfa this fall.
Heavy crops of hay are being plowed
under by Eome of the farmers, who
have learned that it pays to fertilize.
This season has demonstrated the wisdom of feeding alfalfa for heavy returns. It is likely that seeding wili
be general by the end of the month,
while the early bird Is already

If Colorado Official

Hacks and Baggage Transfer.

Telephone 9

outfits

THOMAS TULLEY WILL BE
COMPELLED TO GIVE
BEET SUGAR TESTIMONY.
.

BUY NOW

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.

GASPER ST.

8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.

HEALTH

ACCIDENT

LIABILITY

SWEET PEAS
IJAJWESmC. McCONVERY,
Phone.

CO.

Where, Prices are Lowest
for Safe OiialJtv,

illustrated,

Dr.

Harrv
"

L.

::::

W 204.

415

Palace Avenue

SILVERWARE AND JEWELRY.
Large assortment

the Best and Latest Patterns in

of

STERLING SILVER.
Special and Staple Patterns of High Grade Table Silverware.
HAND DECORATED

CHINA, WATCHES,

Reliable

P.

sK"

C. YONTZ,

Jewe,er.H.

ft

I

CLOCKS.

Gold and Silver Filigree Jewelry in all the Patterns.
JEWELS AND PRECIOUS STONES.

J

cm
tpiue
Two hulling
UA
Knlf.
uu iue a..Kt

APRICOTS

104 DON

Room

.

While they last

NEW MEXICO.

Returns

8

Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Quality.

TAUPERT,
'

JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, MANAGER,

'

FUNERAL DIRECTORS
66-6-

besides Pantry and Bath ;
lot 90x175 ft., with a num- of
ber
shade and fruit trees. Five blocks from plaza. Will
SNAP
quote
price to immediate purchaser.

1

MULLIGAN & RISING,
License Numbers,

WITH 5 LARGE ROOMS

e

Phone, Red 189.
1 19 San Francisco St.,
:
:
Santa Fe, New Mexico.

FIRE

INSURANCE

MODERN DWELLNG

Wilson-Marshal-

O. C. WATSON & CO.
J

FIRE

Wil--

son

9:0

Annua rpepption.
p m
Close of the exercises in Santa
Fe.

X

FOR SALE!

1

BIGGEST BARGAIN IN CITY
tront lots on Qal-istThree Sixty-foRoad, three blocks from Capitol
MUST BE SOLD AT ONCE !

INSURANCE
Fire,

Life,

eo

ot

call

Accident,

Plate Glass, Etc. Etc.

up

LEONARD

TEL246W

1

REAL ESTATE

By Court to Do So.
Denver, Colo., Aug. 15. Thomas A.
Duke, formerly secretary of the Wholesale Grocers club, was the first witCity Property, Farms,"
ness on the stand today in the third
Ranches, Orchards,
tbe
federal
governdays inquiry by
Land Grants,
ment Into the operations of the
sugar trust, with a view of
Mr.
bringing about Its dissolution.
Duke, who was secretary of the
Wholesale Grocers association in
1911, said he never had in his possession an agreement of the whole grocers to advance the price of sugar in
Of
the state, and further said he did not
know of one in the association. The
agreement to which reference
194 W.,Room 24
made, was one which Charles R.
testified Monday did exist, and wht
LAUGHL1N BUILDING,
stipulated an advance of 20 per cent
of the market price per sack.
State Highway Commissioner Thos. SANTA FE,- MEXICO

r

Etc

Surety

AUTO GARAGE

REPAIRING OF EVERY DESCRIPTION
ONLY EXPERIENCED MACHINISTS

Cor.

Seligman
and

All Kinds.

,

i

THE BEST EQUIPPED GARAGE IN THE CITY
DOES ALL KINDS OF MACHINE WORK

Bonds

JSiTetyhone

"

hi

Water
j

Sts.

L

Cars to Hire by Hour, Day or Night.
THE

ONLY MODERN GARAGE IN THE CITY.

Phone your call.
Giving the best service at all times.
SUPPLIES OF EVERY DESCRIPTION ON HAND.

THE McCORMICK AUTO

CO.

I
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THE SWITZERLAND OF AMERICA.

Santa Fe New Mexican

FIRST

Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postoffice
The Santa Fe New Mexican
Published Daily
The New Mexican Review
English Weekly
El Nuevo Mexicano
Spanish Weekly

K'

HJ, Aa'

THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION
IN NEW MEXICO.

President
General Manager
Editor
Associate Editor

SUBSCRIPTION

The Ranch of the

ear Round.

RockiesOpen the

Beautiful Illustrated Booklet on request.

VALLEY RANCH, N. M.

THE VALLEY RANCH,

Dally, six months, by mail

$5.00
$2.50

Daily, per quarter, by mail
Daily per quarter, by

$1.25

carrier

$1.50

the

casts

gaudy

and

"All of Today's News Today"

tnd

Loans money, on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic
transfers of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
liberal terms as are given by any
agency, public or private. Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank executes
all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
to them as liberal treatment in all directions as is consistent with sound banking.
money-transmitti-

RATES

could not make bread and pie was
considered an anomaly or a freak. Tobe angler lies beside
day it's the other way around. In the
50
$1.00 Weekly, six months
Weekly, per year
old days no one thought of asking a
girl what profession or business she
d
his
flies
intended to take up. She was going
to get married, of course. There was
no other thought, and who shall say
that it was not the correct one?
id lies, and lies,
lies,
lies,
Today as soon as a girl graduates
from high school, the first question
asked of her is, "What are you planlies
lies, and lies,
w
l ning to fit yourself tor, music, teaching or what profession?"
Someway
it seems as if things had gone a litIT IS TIME
THINK
tle awry in this particular phase of
THE BYSTANDER
our life. It is a good thing for a man
There is something tremendously significant in the following from an
rDnuTur
editorial in the New York Sun:
to know how to make bread, just as
I
"So whether Mr. Taft or Governor Wilson is elected, business, so far as
it is a good thing for a girl to know
sibeune
the tariff goes, is to be safe.
how to keep accounts, but some way
when bread or pie comes from the
THE RIGHT MOVE.
"Thus the essentials of prosperity are sure. This is a promise of good
The Old North church in Boston is hands of the lady of the house it
What Trivial use, is a Bull Moose?
times, more reassuring and more potent than any other that could be made."
undergoing restoration. The interior seems to seem more natural, like and
of acceptance
Up to the time of the publication of Gov. Wilson's letter
we go just is to be placed in the condition obtaintastes more like it ought to especcan't
Honest,
governor,
Since
the
for
to
his
presidency.
candidacy
the Sun was bitterly opposed
to J.S06.
rounds?
ten
and
prior
ing
three
ially the pie.
announcement
and
the
quarir
his enunciation of his views on government methods
This is just what should be done
Somehow, it seems as if the old
the
of his policy, the Sun, Which is notoriously a trust paper, controlled by
Won't some one give us just one with all the historic buildings which conditions, when a girl looked surin this
There
or
Taft.
is,
Wilson
either
with
satisfied
is
Morgan interests,
with link us so closely to the past. Boston prised if asked what she intended to
more word that will rhyme
sudstand by such a paper as the Sun, a tremendous significance. Why the
has always set the example in this and fit herself for, and looked for no fuTrivial?
these
of
either
with
satisfaction
den change in its position? Why this smug
satretains, right in the center of the ture but that of mistress of a home,
two candidates? Why, especially, has Gov. Wilson become so eminently
business
district, the Old South were the best conditions, after all.
at least,
When it comes to passing an
isfactory? There can be but one reason. In the opinion of the Sun
Fanuel
Hall, King's Chapel
the
church,
controlled
don't
is
Wilson
the
by
Woodrow
governor
law,
fight
not
and the Sun is
easily beguiled,
and that
tremendously valuable
same interests which govern William Taft. The conservative element in need any legislature.
ground, the old burying ground and MAGGIE MILGATES AT
politics, the reactionaries, evidently have no fears of any danger resulting
the Common.
A SUMMER RESORT
from the election of the candidate cf the Baltimore convention.
We don't care anything about prize
It has become an oft repeated sayand
of
the
progressive party
fights anyhow. It's lots more fun to
This should open the eyes of the members
ing that our own United States is no
show them the road. When a leading trust journal announces that it p'ay croquet or "goluf."
DIAGRAM,
hero worshipper; that the days tor that
4
a Vacation
is satisfied with either Taft or Wilson the true progressive should begin
Prize as the
Winning
of
and
kind
are
gone.
long past
thing
to exercise his thinking apparatus and consider seriously whether or not a
Most
a FacThose Darrow attorneys must all In a
Pantsmaker,
Popular
way, I agree with that spirit, as
vote for Wilson is really the kind of vote he wants to cast.
be Taft men. They call the prose- far as it
tory Girl Writes Home About the
men
who
to
those
pertains
When any man says that Taft or Wilson will suit him or a leading cutor a liar and a thief.
People She Meets.
are living. Give honor where honor
with
newspaper representing the trust interests announces that it feels safe
not
too
is
do
erect
pedbut
due
many
Dear Folks: Must I tell this?
either, it seems to just the every day citizens that the two men must have
It would be just like the governor estals from which your hero is apt to
something in common in their political views and methods, and if they have, to send up those mounted policemen fall. Nor would I teach our school Well, I guess I must, because it's one
a Chauncey has proposed
little can be gained for any progressive to cast his vote for either one. With and stop us in the ninth round.
boys and girls to forget the great fig- huge joke
to me.
the strength that the candidate of the progressive party is developing there
of
look
ures
to
our
nor
lighthistory,
-is no danger of throwing away a vote"' by casting it for him for president.
The party of the other part, I
in ly upon our achievements, but above
Roosevelt has more delegates
o
the Texas convention than Taft has. all, I would retain the old buildings didn't quite get his name in the exnever had anything happen
eitement,
where
our
made
forefathers
history
counover
the
rata
the
That's
al
pro
A DEEP
and which are surrounded by all the to him in his life until this affair
paper try.
In these words the Cincinnati Enquirer, a staunch democratic
romance and realism of our early na- came along. I'd noticed him about,
admits the strength of the progressive movement.
but he hadn't never said much to
tional life.
"The Chicago convention of the national progressive party has made a
The senate arranged the postoffice
That brings us to Santa Fe. Here me nor me to him. In fact, I couldn't
deemed
was
than
of
entire
the
country
the
thought
deeper impression upon
bill so that employes can not strike. is, or was the oldest house in the enthuse over him because he was so
possible three weeks ago."
to take the country. I
say was, because it is so
of
our people, Well, it's safe for Pflueger
Its proceedings were watched with interest by millions
now.
job
fast disappearing. It is one of our asand the seriousness, earnestness ;lnd the deep conviction of the majority of
sets, and we make it a feature of all
the delegates that they had a righteous 'ause, a common purpose and suffour
advertisements, but what are we
we
trust
And
Uncle
Tom
action
that
won't
their
has
a
new
of
given
icient reasons for the creation
political party
in doinS to keP jt? The expense of the
overlook his remarkable record
a respectful consideration by the masses of the people.
restoration of this old house would
There is no doubt that the Chicago convention furnished a great sur- congress when he gets that keynote be
but small: the holding it in its
conof
out
the
his
common
the
at
country.
the
voices
system
feeling
and
the
throughout
standpat
Enquirer
prise,
present condition would be nothing
It is a recognized fact that the progressive party is to be reckoned with in vention.
and it ought to become the property
this campaign and tihat its strength certainly will not grow less as election
of the city or the state. If the city
The leaders among the democrats admit that their main
If Uncle Tom just comes out
day approaches.
does not feel that it can purchase this
Roosevelt.
Theodore
but
is
not
in
Taft
this
in
fight
and
that
antagonist
keynote speech
bit of property, which it
ought
0
makes the issue land grants or no to do, and hold it as one really
of the fealand grants, then we'll know just ex- tures of Santa
Fe, then a bill should
THE KISSING GAME
the lines maybe.
be introduced in the legislature next
The other dav a Xew York newspaper had an item, sent out from Atlanta, actly
winter providing for its purchase and
telling how Rachel Idelson, aged 9, was lobbying with the Georgia legisla-They have a forest fire in Colorado. restoration. It is a
ture for the creation of a new county.
pity not to retain
That is not all they have in, Colorado. this old house. I doubt
if there is anIt said that every day the little girl mingled with the lawmakers and
also have a murder in Denver other city in the United States
that
that her arguments were punctuated with kisses, the latter proving of great They a
and beet sugar probe in full swing. would let such an asset go to
decay.
weight.
Outside of that there isn't much in
Bet the newspaper man who wrote that out was a crusty old bachelor,
Colorado.
GOOD BYE PUSSY.
Whv, that kiss game is the oldest lobby trick in the world! Every time!
A TROPHY OF THE CHASE.
freckle-faceIf the scientists keep on with their
kid wants an approval of an appropriation for
any
We are going to absolutely refrain
a new doll, or an expense account for an outing to one of the parks, or to
and promulgations they satisfied with himself, which Is a
investigations
from mentioning another word about will have us all in a
allow her to have Nellie and Annie over for a little party, the program is
constant state of sign he was entirely too easy pleased.
the nomination of Hon. Sec at this uneasiness and alarm. Now, we are So I passed up the pensive, pinehead
something like this:
time. The situation is so Trivial that told that cats
Persuasion.
carry diseases from and trained with people who were
we feel impelled to take this stand home to home
more like live wires.
Yesterday I
during nocturnal
Argumentation.
in the interests of harmony.
In Washington they have al- was in the surf and this mortifying
Then all else failing osculation.
0
ready started a movement to kill off milksop strolling along the shore. I
Speaker Clark declares that the all stray cats and it may spread until carelessly let a breaker roll me over,
DON'T KICK THE COUNTRY SCHOOL
wool bill has passed the house by the the domestic pussy cat, so long the and the next minute I was wallowFederal aid tor education is far better, comparatively, than such aid for necessary
vote. We
delight of childhood is banished from ing on my back, with my mouth and
Mr. Speaker, on behalf of our the domestic hearth.
many other purposes which could readily be named, but to obtain it lor
lungs half full of ocean. Before I
and foremost national committeeman.
For years and years, indeed ever could get up the piefaced mutt was
rural schools on the plea that their condition is "lowly,
It
resince we had domestic hearths, the cat
t
and dragged me
tragic," as claimed by a member of the National Education Association have must not be thusly. Call the roll.
the need. Some of these schools
has been considered an accessory to out with my hair all down, and in a
cently, seems rather
has
school
its comfort and picturesqueness,
terms too short, and are destitute of nearly everything the city
THEY NEED ROOM.
and minute he realized he was a beach
in the way of equipment.
Nevertheless, from schools equally deprived have
It is a compliment to Las Cruces no one seemed to catch any horrible hero. Then he fainted, and I had to
It is not the when Santa Fe
fco.ie forth many of the nation's greatest men ad women.
snipes our city super-- ! disease on account of this comfort- run fetch my cologne bottle and heip
school itself, but the condition of the ruralists where such schools are poor, intendent, and yet it is a censure. It able feline presence.
But now that bring him to.
that needs attention. Take the burdens off the back of the farmer, and his has doubt'ess required great patience the cat has been discovered to be a
But that was just the first act of
children will have time for full terms of school, and he will have money to on the part of Professor
purveyor, it is nresnmprt that the mellerdrammer.
Wagner and germ
Some of the
children
his
forced
have
not
will
he
science
upon
will
Moreover,
demand
every
his erfacement.
requisite.
provide
his corps of teachers to work under
boys, seeing he was easy to kid, took
Will the dog come
u lot of the solemn frivols which the average city child has to endure.
next, I wonder, and him aside and told him that
such a crowded condition as obtains
0
having
and for which no excuse can be then the pet canary? It is the fur dragged me out of the sad sea wave3
here
is
truly touching. offered except that of indifference. that is dangerous, science savs- President Taft's alarm over the present conditions
o he would have to
marry me no esHe says:
the feathers of the 'birds
These schools have been crowded for presumably
cape from it, it was an unwritten law.
are germ ridden too.
"I fear the equal, opportunity which those seek who proclaim the coming three
years past and yet even now it Some one
The
fell for it, and sat up all
social justice involves a forced division of property, and that seems
of
suggests snakes as thev nnh simp
:
,.,
hard to get the desired space 'have no
in i...
ju ius ruum writing
'eners line
uigui
means socialism.''
fur
nor
feathers
and
no
and equipment, it is hoped our Span-- i
a
doomed
to
man,
his peo
explaining
Well, when it comes to that we will have to be convinced that socialism ish papers will fully portray the im-- j germs can settle on their smooth and
the step he was going io take.
is any worse than bossism. But there is no danger. The same fear has portance of this bond issue to their shiny skin, it is said that in ancient. pie
The next day he hunted me up
flamed in the hearts of those possessed of the Tory instincts ever since we children who will need even more Rome, most every family had a pet
and laid his heart at my feet lout
have had a government and it has been expressed again and again in the past than English speaking children the snake, but this is a case where I, for
one, prefer not to do as the Romans as joyously as he would have laid u
when any expression of the people indicated a breaking away from tyrannical
advantages of good thorough school
t
on a
stove, while I nearly
in
foolish
the
Taft
of
President
The
fears
rule.
appear
light
dictatorial
and
ing, if the Spanish speaking people
on
choked
a
However,
it
handkerchief. I
is
doubtful
if the cat
of history.
find it necessary to lead in the mat- will
0
its check just yet, scien- pulled a straight face and told him
hang
up
to
and
ter
push other citizens on let
Nelson B. Aldrich will be a candidate berore us hope they will not hesitate to do tist or no scientist. I guess an occa- he would have my answer tomorrow,
It is reported that
sional antiseptic bath will
and he went away scared nearly to
This
Wetmore.
to
succeed
next
Senator
winter
keep the cat
so. Las Cruces Republican.
the Hhode Island legislature
in society for a while
in
and
senate
the
yet, and pre- death the answer will be "yes."
has a suggestive tinge to it. Things must be going wrong
vent its total annihilation.
No danger. When tomorrow comes
the interests must be flying the distress signal. No leader has appeared for State of Ohio, city of Toledo,
I will be at home.
who
dictated
of
the
Adlrich
had
the
absolutely
legislation
that
Lucas County. ss.
years
grie
WHAT'S THE REASON.
Yours, on my 'way,
of that body. He can probably be elected by little Rhody as that state has
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he A man
MAGGIE.
student competing , with
and
been
not
of
the
clutch
in
the
has
big interests,
been for years and years
is senior partner of the firm of F. J.
in a
thirty
contest
permitted to look at any other platform than that presented by Aldrich and Cheney & Co., doing business in the at the girls
SALLY DEAR WINS'.
University of Nevada the other
enters the senate again he will find con- City of Toledo, County and State
If the
his henchmen.
After the report of the gold strike
ditions different from those he knew. Even the United States senate has aforesaid, and that said firm will pay day won the second prize and came
io getting the first. This in last week's issue of the Outlook,
lost something of its reactionary atmosphere. '
the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOL
e 8'sniflcant of two
0
ILARS for each and every case of!
conditions of the large body of ore uncovered
,
Of course, this is the season of roseate dreams in politics and each side Catarrh, that cannot be cured by the fuming iu us in tne ttiture. The man on the "Sally Dear" group of claims
aiay imagine he sees the
in the Jicarilla district, two prominent
sees his own chances through tinted glasses, but ..it gives pleasure to the use of HALL'S CATARRH CURE.
on the wall, and tbU with
viewer. So, reports coming from New York that Roosevelt strength is growFRANK J. CHENEY,
the on- mining engineers from the famous
One thing gives color
Sworn to before me and subscribed coming wave of the suffrage move-wen- t Porcupine district of Canada
ing m that state, sound good and read pleasantly.
went
he is eventually going to be post hste to the locality, and when
to this, 'however, the expressions of disbelief in Roosevelt's strength there in my presence this Gth day of De-- i
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Ore is being 1911.
is assured.
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by
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and small north.
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free
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stamp, to cover postage, for a
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Dates
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The legislation which is needed to
will
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you
Return
help
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POSTUM
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would be impossible
to Incorporate
For sale by all druggiats,

NO ONE STRONGER THAN HIS STOMACH.

Chronic mcers Mean Bad Blood
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Credit-Scienc-

EAST AND WEST
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SANTA FE ALL THE WAY.

St. Louis, St. Paul,
$44.35
$50.35
$50.35
Pueblo,
Springs,
$16.15
$18.15

Chicago,

Angeles,

San Francisco,

San Francisco,

$55.90

$73.35

$46.90

Angeles,

San Francisco,

San Francisco,

$50.55

$67.50

$40.55

4

Denver,

$21.10
Salt Lake,
$40.00
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

THE HOME OF
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Appetizing,

Milwaukee, Aug. 14. Ray Schalk,
Denver, Colo., Aug. 14 New
Mexico: Showers this afternoon
S and tonight or Thursday.

OFFICIALS AT
ASYLUM ARE

Santa Fe will be pleased to learn
that Mrs. James Selisman who under-

BOUNCED

Meals

Vita-grap-

Always

h

hav-jin- g

On

Tap

!

n

j

A

NEW CARLOAD OF
WATERMELONS

R. Sheldon, that members of the com- that he or some one in his department What is the difference between a
mittee asked Mr. Odell how he ac- had "held back" from congress the
prrz finht iana our meat shop?
counted for the variance.
papers in the Ray case.
The former governor remarked that
Representative Martin said the imCorne'ius N. Bliss, treasurer of the portant thing to learn was whether
the war aepartment
in the conduct o
national committee
republican
1904 might have told some "white I was guided by a "hint" from some- lies" to Mr. Sheldon about It. Sheldon UUUy UULBlUtr.
was associated with Bliss unofficially'
Mr. Stimson said nothing had been
in 1904 and was treasurer in 1908.
found during his administration that
The substance of Mr. Odell's tes- warranted "disciplinary action" in the
timony was that President Roosevelt case.
Mr. Stimson said he considered the
asked Mr. Harriman in 1904 to come
to the White House to talk about conduct of General J. Franklin Ball
General Clarence Edfunds.
that and Brigadier
campaign
Following
in
the papers in the
wards
handling
talk, said Mr. Odell, Mr. Harriman
individuals
raised $240,000 for the campaign and case "highly irregular" as
officials. Some of the
turned it over to the republican na- though not as
are said to be with General
tional committee.
Mr. Odell said he papers
At the prize fight you see rounds of
Bell in Manila.
had received $200,000 of that conpound, but here you see pounds of
been
has.
it
thinks
committee
The
tributed for the New York state camround!
evithe
all
of
documentary
paign and remained in the hands of given
record
dence
Major
concerning
Ray's
national
the
committee.
and the investigation has simmered
Mr. Odell said that Mr. Harriman
down to a congressional quest "for PORTERHOUSE and SIRLOIN
had told him Colonel Roosevelt had the papers."
agreed, if necessary, he would he!p
Short Steakv Flank.
Mr. Stimson told
the committee
out in the New York senatorial sit- President Taft was
holding up a nomiRound Steak, Pork Steak,
uation by appointing Senator Chaun-ce- y nation for a lieutenant colonelcy, for
M. Depew, ambassador to France,
which Major Ray was in line pending
That's About
thus leaving the senatorial contest the committee's report.
clear for Frank S. Black, former govThe Way They Rank !
The committee's investigation had
ernor of New York.
developed a social scandal in which
The Mere Mention
Mr. Sheldon had testified that the Major Ray was charged
with being
contribution had been arranged be- concerned.
Secretary Stimson rebukOf The Above Choice Cuts
tween Mr. Bliss and Mr. Harriman ed the committee for the publicity
which
attended that feature of the
ana that colonel Koosevelt never
Should Bring
knew about it until a long time after case
e'ection. He denied that it had been
Post-Haste!
a subject of correspondence between
WATER NOTICE.
Where any water is found running
the former president and Mr. Harri
tc waste off from any premises withman.
How rGccd They'll
Mr. Sheldon had further
testified in the city after Wednesday morning,
(hat Mr. Odell had come to Mr. Bliss August 14th, service will be disconto see about raising money for the tinued on such premises without furstate campaign and that later Mr. ther notice.
Harriman and Mr. Bliss got together SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.,
FRANK OWEN,
about $250,000, which was handed
never went to the national
Phone 92.
Manager.

went an operation several days ago,
is improving rapidly.
Y. B. Patterson and Miss Ida White
both of Espanola were married in
Santa Fe last evening by Justice Gar- BOARD AND SECRET MEETING YESTERcia. Mr. and Mrs. Patterson returned
DAY ASKS FOR RESIGNATIONS OF
to Espanola this morning.
The Missent Letter, a corking comeIt's delicious At Zooks.
SUPERINTENDENT AND HIS
dy of rich laughter at the Elks' toThe Cienega opposite St. Vincent's night.
ASSISTANTS-DEMOCR- ATS
TO GO
Sanitarium is undergoing
quite a
FOR REXT In private family, to
change. All of those unsightly weeds. two or four people, two nice sunny
IN IS REPORT.
etc., are being removed.
rooms; one has private entrance. Next
Try our imported orange Pekoe Tea door to bath, electric
lights, telefor your next 5 o'clock tea, at Goe- - j
East Las Vegas, K. M., Aug. 14.
phone. Address "L" care New
j
.
bels.
There is considerable of a sensation
The United States postoffice inspec-- j
here over the request for the resigCounty C'.erk M. A. Ortiz issued a
tor is scheduled to arrive this evening n.arrlage license yesterday to Ida nation of Dr. H. M. Smith, superinfor the purpose of checking in Joh'i
White, age 21 years, r.nd W. D. Patter- tendent at the state insane asylum
F'iiueger, the new postmaster.
son, age 25 years, both of Espanola. and a number of his employes as the
Two rooms for rent. Inquire at 235
The Epworth League of St. John's result of a secret session of the board
East Talace avenue.
M. E. church will give a home cook of directors held here yesterday afterThe change in the advertisement of ing sale of pies, cakes, bread, etc., also noon.
the Wood Davis Hardware company is home made candy, Friday August 1C,
If any charges have been preferred,
of interest to buyers of hardware. If .in the basement of the church beginthe fact has not leaked out as yet,
it's hardware, they have it.
ning at 9:30 a. m.
but it is said that the board has made
The Picture Idol, a comedy by
Elegantly Furnished Rooms for Rent an investigation into conditions at
at the Elks' tonight.
j
Rooms elegantly furnished and
the asylum and that it is not pleased
If you are looking for nice fruits
all modern conveniences, includ-- j with the manner in which that inand vegetables, never fail to take it ing electric light, steam
heat and stitution has been conducted.
Dr.
See the apricot laths, in the First National Bank
up with Kaune's.
has a five year contract signed
Smith
price they are naming while they building. Apply to F. M. Jones.
by the old board and which does not
last.
cloudy, expire for three years. He will prob
Yesterday was generally
uur ami on page uve uescnucs
wit,h showers over the city and
refuse to resign and in that
which it will pay you to m- - r0UIHiing mountains. At 4:10 a. m. ably
it would be necessary to re-- ;
event,
vestigate. Joseph B. Ilayward, Mgr. jth? teml)el.ature Was at its lowest, 55 move him on charges. George W.
Phe city water company is imums degrees while at 12:15 p. m. it rose to
Steward, Harry Arnold, assist- i ue 70 degrees. Local showers this after- - Ward.
in a pipe line to fori
.uarcy.
ant
and Mrs. Prentiss, the
stewar(j
and
new road is about
completed
is tne matron, all received
noon, tonight ana l hursday
urgent invitatrees are being planted within the "weather man's"' forecast.
tions from the board to quit. The affort proper.
Two reels of comic at the Elks' to- fair will doubtless result in some-- ,
a
without
No home is complete
night. Don't miss them.
what of a complication and may be j
bathroom. If
finished and
The Santa Fe White Sox team is thrown into the courts. If the officials
to
complete one of the best teams in Santa Fe.
there is anything needed
refuse to resign, the matter will
your home, call on the Wood Davis They have played and have won more
likely be laid before the state legal t
Hardware Co.
games than any other team of this
department and the governor. It is
save
to
deal
a
It's
cheaper
great
city this season, and they try their
here that the places vV.l be
your own hair than to buy it. Our best to advertise Santa Fe to make reported
Washington, D. C, Aug. 14.
hair tonic stops your hair from fall- it the best in the sports. Now they de filled by democrats.
Stimson and the house
ing out. Zooks.
clare that they are willing to chalinvestigating the case of Major
ODELL'S STORY DOES
Boecher B. Ray, the army paymaster
lenge any team in New Mexico.
not agree with ONE
charged with having done political
corYou'll always be glad to answer
TOLD BY SHELDON. Work for President Taft, clashed to- respondence, when you use a Water
man Fountain Pen. Get one at
History of Harriman's Magnificent Do- to call on Mr. Stimson to produce pa
Zooks.
nation to Republican
Campaign pers in the case. Representative
ConV.
County School Supt. John
Fund Varies on Essential Points.
Eurkeley of Ohio, announced he would I
word from the
way has received
look for some precedent to accuse the HI!
school directors at Cerrillos, that they
Washington, D. C, Aug. 14. For- secretary of contempt of congress.
1
have signed contracts with Miss BesSecretary Stimson denied the right 1
sie Wisdom, as principal, and Misses mer Governor Benjamin B. Odell, of
Lorelta Brolton and Maud Palmer as New York, told the senate committee of congress to try to get, through him, 8
assistants. Superintendent Conway is investigating campaign funds a story letters and papers of a personal na-- !
HEADQUATERS FOR
in
H.
Harriman's $210,000 ture.
looking for word to a successful term of Edward
.
1904. so different from
of
contribution
mem-He
of
the
effort
resisted
the
of
at
school
Cerrillos
Man
this
year.
HIGH-GRAD- E
ual training and music will be a spe- that told to the committee by George bers to pin him down to an admission
cial feature.
1
The democratic county committee
met this morning at the court house,
at the call of Arthur Seligman, chairman. The primaries are called for
September 2 and the count;.' convention September C. The ratio of rep- 9
1
resentation was fixed at one dele- 11
K V
gate for every 23 voters or fraction
Located One Block East from Old San Miguel Church.
called by each precint chairman.
Are be
Vhone Black 12.
Those in the city are called for 7:30
R. V. BOYLE, Mgr.
p. m., the city precincts being 3, 4,
Down Town Stand i.i Butt Bros.' Drug Store.
17 and IS.

Fruit boxes at Gormley's Genl. Store
Egypt as it was in the days of
Moses at the Elks' tonight.
Vnder the supervision of Ricardo
Alarid, the roads up the canon are
being put into shape.
Good ice cream made every day.

I

Gratifying
Satisfying

Here

Indications point to a well attended dance at the board of trade this
evening.
The Modern Woodmen picnic scheduled for Thursday will not be held owing to the unsettled weather

LOCAL MENTION

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 14, 1912.

You Here

Taste!

Plaza Market Co.

STIMPSONIS

F.ANDREWS
Phone. 4.

STILL DEFIANT

j

Carpenters,
Contractors

,

S. SPITZ,

i

j

rV;"i-

;

A
ery

ally.
If you will consider that the rim of
the balance wheel travels over fifteen
miles a day, you will not grudge your
watch a speck of oil and a cleaning
bice a year. It will increase the
lie and accuracy of your watci
Leave your watch with us
y.

Watches
and

SSS

IE

RS

We specialize on

TOOLS of QUALITY. All of the

standard

i

oil or cleaning longer than
any other piece of machinlui it needs both occasion-

firn..

I

THE JEWELER.

HAVE YOUR WATCH
CLEANED OCCASIONALLY
WATCH will run without

!

I

lines

Can Be Found

I
I Santa Fe Hardware

&

1

Here.

Supply Company

AT THE CLARENDON GARDEN

Time Pieces That

Reliable."

,

GET MORE THAN USUAL VALUES!
YOU

KNOW

that the best way to be sure

getting GOOD CLOTHES for your
money is to go to a place where none but
good clothes are sold. The best way to get
more than usual for your money is to go to
that place where they're offering goods at
clearance prices. That's what we're doing
here nowwe're clearing the desks tfor the fall
campaign; everything goes at a price now.

KM

SCHAFF

IM

i tun
ft

Clothes go; Summer Suits that you'll BE GLAD
TO OWN and wear at much under regular prices.
Copyright

Hart Schaffaer &

Mm

Home of Hart, Schaffiier & Marx Clothes,

NATHAN SALMON

I

